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Religion in Industry
HIS knotty problem, discussed as well in the press and on
the platform, as on the pulpit, has been given various solutions. It was not so long distant, that we here in America,
were convincing ourselves that industry and religion were
as widely separated as the Poles. Put a change is taking place.
A certain tragic merriment swept over the entire universe at the
end of the recent: war when the firm of Hohenzollern and Company
“went to the wall.’ But, today, as we are led to believe from current reports, many a German autocrat is returning to religion, and
even disciples of the Nietzchean philosophy are returning in sackcloth and ashes to the feet of the “Christ of former ages.”
The late war moreover emphasized the fact that the world, considered in all its activities, was never more in need of religion than
it is today. Out of the welter of hunger and revolution, of industrial
strife, hate and suffering, which fills the earth as an aftermath of
war, comes an insistent, urgent, forceful demand, for a juster reconstruction of society. If we view the world today, we see that all
the social forces are aggregating in a mighty struggle to determine
what forms the reconstruction shall take. Those who are the leaders, the best minds of the people, are seeing what the heart of man-

kind has very long felt, that humanity has no hope, except through
the realization of a world-democracy, not only in the governmental
and international aspect, but in the industrial as well.
The war to some extent has vindicated the principle that Demecracy shall live, Autocracy shall die. This is manifest in the dethronement of the Hohenzollern regime. There is, moreover, and
exclusive instance where even the dominant capitalist has been over-
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thrown. I am referring to the Russian downfall. The reconstruction
of Russia, moreover, because of its intense and dramatic radicalism,
| ecause of 1ts havoc-wreaking ruthlessness, has focused the attention
of the world. Bolshevism is paramount in Russia. Class autocracy
has been established and viewing it in the only correct light, we see
evidently that it is even more cruel and brutal than the government
of the former Czar. We are convinced, thoroughly so, that we do

not want this sort of reconstruction in the United States.

There is

no religion here, and to its conspicuous absence, must be attributed

the utter failure of Bolshevism.

Yet these agents of Bolshevism are

in this country, yes, they are in every country, seeking the downfall
of the government, and the substitution of the Soviet, or the rule of
the Proletariat, as in Russia.
These messengers of the Lenine-Trotsky regime, reveal conclu-

sively in one of their manifestos their idea of reconstruction.

Thus

we read: “Communism does not propose to capture the burgeois
parliamentary state (as the Bolshevists call our government) but to
conquer and destroy it.” They propose to do this “by endeavoring
to broaden and deepen” the industrial strikes and riots, “making them
thereby general and militant, developing into the general political
strike.” They readily point out and lay special stress on these words,
that “the power of the proletariat lies fundamentally in its control
of the industrial process. The mobilization of this control against
capitalism means the initial form of the revolutionary mass-action
that will conquer the power of the state.” Their program, therefore,
“makes necessary the disarming of the Bourgeosie (the capitalist) at
the proper time, and the formation of a communist army as a protection of the rule of the proletariat, such as is the Red Army in
Russia.” But the supporters and leaders of this militant communism
further avow, however, not to the easiness of our minds:

“We hate

religion because it lulls the spirit with lying tales, takes away courage and faith in the power of men. Religion has always sanctified

slavery, grief and tears.

We declare war on all Gods.” It is to be

wondered at that they still can reconcile themselves to print the

word with a capital G.
When the Communist party was inaugurated last September in

Chicago, it adopted these very plain-spoken resolutions.

‘The most

active, but most dangerous enemies of reconstruction enumerated
these principles in their manifesto and program.
If we do not want this kind of reconstruction, then it is well

that “we take the lead from our eyes” and awake to the fact that just
such propaganda is sinking its fap-root into the very hearts of human-
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ity in some.parts of the United States today.
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If this is the case the

great question rises, how can the downfall of this false system of
philosophy, Bolshevism, be brought about?

How can we overcome

it? Can we accomplish it by deporting these agitators to “the land
whence they came?” or can we do it by throwing its deluded adherents into prison? This may possibly help, yet it is but an experiment,
and its outcome is watched with eagle eyes by students of economic
systems.

The real logical way to combat this socialism, which is but another name for Bolshevism is to apply the antidote at the root.

We

must apply the remedy to the injustices of our economic system, if
we wish to rid ourselves of this dangerous cult, so menacing’and
ominous to society. Our economic systems are replete with injustices; we know that. But since the world began, there has been

improvement and we have been working and laboring for years with
our present economic system to better it.

The emphasis of the brotherhood of man made strong by the
war, together with the fact that we are dependent on each others
toil; furthermore the diminution and destruction of production and
distribution and the subsequent inflation of prices, due to war, all
these factors have thrown such light upon the glaring wrongs and
inequalities of our social order as to render them intolerable.

Platform speeches, and political candidates can at best but aggravate conditions.

There is only one thing that can meet the crisis,

straightforward and face to face, and that is honest practice of the
pure teaching of our Lord Jesus Christ. The time has come when
the Golden Rule and the “Love your neighbor as yourself” principle
should be written in the minutes of directors’ meetings and of political conventions. Religion, which finds a responsive chord in the
heart of even the meanest creature should be given an opportunity.
Religion and faith subordinate selfishness and exact service. Faith
esteems him the greatest man, who does the most service to his fel-

lowman.

It will reveal the deceitful blessings of the Lenine-Trotsky

commission, because it will produce their very opposites and will
ultimately satisfy men.
Practically, the industrial problem in its simplest elements is

one of production and distribution: how to apply energy to the
natural gifts of mother earth and to transform them into articles upon
which man is dependent.

How can religion get into this system?

Human intelligence and energy are exerted through these three
;
factors: First, capital which takes the responsibilities of industry
second, labor which performs the work; and third, management
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which directs both.

Capital is provided through the sale of stocks

and bonds, and is generally bought by people who have thriftily
saved their money, so as to insure their livelihood. Labor, whether
brain or muscle is the contribution of the wage earners. Management, appointed from the ranks of labor, extends into the other two

groups, many laborers being capitalists and all laborers being eligible
to become managers through the attainment of superior knowledge
and skill. Capital gets its return from industry as dividends, the

others get theirs in the form of salaries or of wages.
God, unquestionably wills that the returns of business shall be
divided between these three factors, fairly, and equitably. But daily

experience manifests conclusively that theory and practice are widely separated. Man, blinded by his own interests and selfishness, cannot always be depended upon to treat the others with entire justice.
Hence, the logical way is to let the three groups, capital, labor and
management sit in council, and let them apply the principles of faith
and justice in the appropriations of the returns of business, and in

the management of men.

Then capital will not fight labor, nor will

management fight any of the others, for the root of the evil will
have been eradicated, and the laborer will have been convinced that
his fellow-man is not a traitor, but a sincere collaborator for mutual

well-being.
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The Effect of Food Control
OOD control as a function of government is exercised for
the protection of the consumer from fraud and deceit, and
from injurious effects of unwholesome foods which uncontrolled would reach the table. In the past twenty years,

the control of food supply through federal, state and municipal agencies has reached a state of perfection creditable alike to the official,
and the manufacturer and distributor. The percentage of adulterated
and misbranded samples has steadily decreased and the quality of

the food supply has on the whole steadily improved.
Does food control increase prices, restrict commerce, discour-

age invention?

There is no doubt that the first regulatory statutes

checked the inventive genius of the manufacturers, who saw fortunes
in the production of honey from glucose, cider vinegar from grain

distillates and caramel, strawberry jam from apple stock and anilins.
Very probably the price of some staples increased temporarily when
fraudulent competition was removed. Markets flooded with cheap
and imitation products, masquerading under fraudulent labels, are

not favorably receptive of pure, high cost goods. Good milk, before
the sanitary dairy control, sold at the price of the worst milk in the
market. And naturally with the removal of the vicious competition,
honest products, true to name and certain in quality, earned their reward in stimulated demand and increased values.
But this very condition quickly reverses the upward curve. For
capital, no longer fearing unfair competition, sought investment in
the food industry. The manufacture of staple foods increased. Competitive brands became numerous. The best goods for the price won
the good will of the consumer, with the result that in 1914 food prices
were at a minimum, and food quality was the highest in history. The

reports of the food analyst during the fifteen-year period, 1900-1915,
showed a constantly decreasing percentage of adulteration.

The

work of the inspector in the field was increasingly fruitless as to the
number of samples of adulterated foods he took, and always gaining in value because of the tendency to constructive and helpful work
both at the factory and the retail store.
As we look back over nearly twenty years of active control work
we find but few laws that have checked the development of food in-
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dustries, or tended to increase food prices. Among these few, one
law in particular stands out as a striking example of vicious legisla-

tion, deliberately enacted and enforced against one legitimate industry for the purpose of stimulating another. That law is the oleomargarine law on the Federal statute books, and its counterpart as it
is enforced in many of the states. Oleomargarine legislation, de-

manded by the dairy interests to protect them against the assault of

illegally sold oleomargarine, has taken the form of revenue legislation and by the imposition of taxes has sought to cripple competi-

tion. This perfectly wholesome food, made of the best of raw materials, in sanitary and inspected factories, has for many years, gone to

the markets bearing an indefensible tax or has sought the users under
the name of butter through illegitimate channels which would have
little reason to exist if the evasion of the tax did not offer handsome
profits.
In some ways the prohibition of the use of preservatives has

tended to increase manufacturing costs. Chemicals secure keeping
qualities more cheaply than proper sterilization, and selected raw

material. Fortunately, for the consumer, most chemical antiseptic
agents are tabooed in the nation’s food supply. No sanitarium would
countenance their use in order to cheapen costs, when by their pres-

ence the wholesomeness of foods so preserved is materially reduced.
During the sugar shortage, we have heard, especially from the bot-

tling and ice cream trade, a demand that the use of saccharin be permitted as a sweetener. But when the voice uttering the demand was
diligently sought, it appeared that the cry was that of the salesman

for the saccharin manufacturers who were taking an opportunity to
capitalize the stress of war, for their own benefit. By no stretch of
the imagination can we visualize a cheaper sugar supply as the result
of letting down the bars to this, the most notorious fraud recorded
in the annals of food control.
lf the food supply in the years to come is more abundant, more

readily conveyed to market, cheaper because we have learned how
to increase crops and reduce wastes, to facilitate free movements by rail

and motor trucks, to eliminate profiteering and gambling, then the people will recognize food control as an asset to the community. |

WILBUR YACKLEY.
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(a)

The Devil’s Eye
T’ was sympathetic more than conscientious honesty that led
Felix to be on the square with his brother Philip. Indeed,

Philip’s scrupulousness would arouse a spirit of fair-dealing in
most anyone.

Mutual trust made easy the promotion of their

business and twenty years of unmarred reputation had brought the
jewelry shop of Philip and Felix Dupan to leading rank. Only twice
in each year would Philip interest himself in the red-bound books
where Felix recorded the history of the business. Then, he would go
over them with Felix, and the brothers would share alike the credit

balance.
Philip’s affections were divided between a family and good business, while Felix rested his on a bank account and diamonds. He
wore diamonds, sold diamonds and hobbied in them.
That attachment, coupled with Philip’s absence made the tempter’s path easy. In ten minutes all was over. Safely ensconced in

the little workroom, Felix drew forth with trembling hands the little
‘plush case. He touched the spring. There was a momentary flash
and then, as though struck by sudden fear, he tovered it with his
hands and rigidly gazed over his shoulder.

The boltgd door brought

a sly smile to his face, and reassured, he allowed his fingers to coyertly unfold the case.

“Ah!” All his tension left in a breath.

Spellbound he slipped

back into the chair, his eyes fastened on the gem. He carried it far
and they dilated, then near, and they narrowed in loving rapture; he
held it overhead, turning and twisting his hand to bring out even
more intensely the galaxy of color in those animated depths.

“Seventy carats of clear water diamond for a niggardly five
thousand—ha—ha.” He cackled a low dry laugh. A thin little smile
curled his upper lip and his eyes held the light of inordinate passion.
“*The Devil’s Eye.’ Ha—ha—fools—fools, all of them—fools. What

a beauty you are to have that fine label. But you are devilishly pretty
and have a devil of a reputation.”
This last suggested something.

heap of letters on the desk.

He began to fumble through a

The mail that came in during Philip’s

absence was alwaysheld for him to glance over, hence Felix soon
located the letter that, yesterday, had received little more than a
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glance. It was a general letter from the Interstate Jewelers’ Association carrying a warning to its members in these words:
“The famous Nestor diamond was stolen Tuesday of this week
from the Montfort collection. Co-operating with the detective agency,
we are warning you to be on your guard against any attempts to pass

it.

It is a clear water stone weighing seventy carats.

A generous

reward is offered for information leading to its recovery.

We enclose

the history of the stone as prepared and published by our information bureau.”
The history was in the form of a reproduced newspaper article.
It read:
“The Nestor diamond, nicknamed the Devil’s Eye, first came to

public notice in 1898.

It turned up in the Pontefract asylum in Eng-

land. One of the inmates, John Nestor, during the sane moments
that preceded his death disclosed the gem to the attendants. He had
been secreting it on his person during his entire detention. He confessed having slain his brother to get sole possession of the gem,
which they had unearthed while prospecting in South Africa. It is
reported that Nestor’s last words were: ‘Bury it in the sea, men,
bury it in the sea. It’s cursed, I tell you, by my brother.’

“The stone was purchased from the English government by the
English ambassador to China. It was taken from him during the
Boxer uprising. Lost for a time the stone reappeared among the
possessions of the late Czar. The story persists, however, that it
was acquired frem Chinese circles during the Russo-Japanese War.
A secret transaction added it to the Montfort collection. The nly
known legitimate transfer of the Nestor diamond is that between
the English government and its ambassador, the legitimacy even of
this is disputed on the grounds that, because of Nestor’s relatives,

the government had no clear title to the stone.”
“Cursed—ha—ha. Yes,—cursed with beauty.”

Felix’s contem-

plation began anew.

“After having had royalty at your feet, you’ve

come to poor Felix.

Yes,—you are mine—mine—mi—”

His tense delight was snapped by a knock on the door.

Felix

started, then instinctively hid the case in his pocket.
“What do you want?” he called gruffly.

Then remembering

the bolted door he touched a button and said more calmly, “Come in.”
“Are you calling anyone Mr. Dupan?”’ It was one of the clerks.
Seeing only a blank expression on Felix’s face, she begged his pardon and hastily retreated.

The interruption acted on Felix as a sedative.

He felt not alit-

tle loss of dignity in having permitted his joy to become so obstrep-
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erous.
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Raising the window shades he began again to reprice a tray

of pearls from which the tempter had taken him a half hour before.
However, his mind stayed on the Nestor diamond, scheming, figuring how to cover his tracks. He assured himself that there was no
danger from the outside, and with the next closing of the books four
months away, the five thousand shortage created by his paying for
the stone out of the company’s funds, would not be noticed by Philip.

He would keep the diamond two or three months until agitation had
subsided, then pass it off on a side deal for two or three times the

price he had paid.
“Philip will turn over honest pennies for many a day before he

runs up a profit like that,’ chuckled Felix.
As the moments of possession grew and became half hours and
hours, remorse of conscience, the avenger of all wrong, grew upon
him. He had violated good Philip’s trust, misappropriated company

funds, enacted an illegitimate deal and tainted the atmosphere of the
store. Philip would have held the seller and turned the gem over to
its recognized owner. ‘These thoughts threatened to engulf him.
Like a man resorting to a narcotic he took the case from his pocket
and opened it. Before the brilliancy of the stone, the fog of remorse

dissipated itself.

The old light returned to his eyes.

“Philip or no Philip, I will have you.

A plague on my scruples.

Such beauty—such royal beauty. Yes, I will have you.” His fingers
tightened on the case and his lips were firmly set. .The cold hard
eyes bespoke something dark in his heart.
Two days passed. Philip returned on the third.
“Old Norcutt is selling out, Felix. I picked up some fine stuff
at one-fifth off.’ In the little workroom he showed Felix case after

case of jewels and gems.

“This tiara, Felix, is easily worth a thou-

sand. Norcutt let it go at seven-fifty. And these bracelets——what
do you think they ought to bring?’ He held up three richly set
bracelets. “They are cheap at two thousand, but they cost us three

hundred less than that.”
Philip was exultant. The Norcutt transaction, he figured, should
net them three or four thousand dollars on a risingsmarket. His
enthusiasm made him unconscious of the cold dull eyes with which
Felix regarded the display. They lacked the sparkle that good business usually awakened. To a sharper and less trusting observer, the
thin false smile would have betrayed more than no smile at all, but
Philip was blinded to all by the dark glasses of implicit trust.
While Philip examined the mail Felix took care of the new acquisitions. A dozen times he had determined to be indifferent to this

.
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moment, but somehow, determination failed. He bit his lip and
strove in vain to keep down the compunction excited by every flash

of Philip’s jewels.

“*Three thousand on a rising market’—and Philip had brought it
home to share with him. Good, honest Phil—”
“No!” Half aloud he uttered it, and emphasized the rebellion
by a violent slam of the case-door. He would not think of it. The
old determination had the upper hand again. To strengthen it, he
stepped to the front of the store and after a half-faced glance over
his shoulder, nervously reached for his gem. From the shadows of
his cup-shaped hands came that irresistible, iridescent gleam to
assuage every sting.

“Felix!”
His heart stopped.

face turned ashy pale.

Philip’s footsteps sounded behind him.

His

Diving his hand in his packet he turned, a

hunted look on his face.
“Felix, do you remember this Association letter,—why Felix !—
what’s the matter. Are you ill?”
With a sharp breath, Felix caught himself,
“No—just a—passing pain. It’s all over now.”
“But you are deathly white, Felix. Is it indigestion? Let me
send for Dr. Woods.”
‘“No—please don’t. I’m perfectly fine now.” Felix forced a
bright look and then continued, “What were you saying about that
letter?”
:
Philip reluctantly turned to the letter in his hand.
“Why I was just going to mention that I met J. C. Montrose at
Tiffany’s and had quite a chat with him. He has withdrawn the
reward on this Nestor diamond. Says he is finally convinced that

the stone is possessed of an evil genius.

In the twelve months that

it was in his collection he lost his son overseas and the family has had
a succession of minor mishaps. Not being of a superstitious turn he
ascribed these happenings to no more than hard luck, but what sur-

prised him was that in the same week when the diamond was stolen

a bullish trend on the Street brought him its cost several times over.
Putting two and two together, he has decided that he is better off
without—but Felix, say what you will, you are sick. Miss Chase,
‘phone Dr. Woods to come down immediately.” Insistently, he took
Felix by the arm. “I want you to come back to the workroom and
lie down. It is plain that you are suffering from something.”
Felix was completely unnerved. ‘To have living, breathing Philip
talking to him about the secret so tightly clasped in his pocketed
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hand was too much.

He trembled as Philip touched his arm—that

arm holding the Nestor daimond in a clammy palm.
seized him.
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A horrible fear

What if Philip should accidentally discover it?

thought nearly drove him mad.

The

With unbecoming haste he walked

with Philip to the workroom where he submissively accepted every
attention. All power of resistance was gone.
Before Dr. Woods came Felix had an opportunity to slip the case
into an inner vest pocket which relieved him so much that the doctor’s examination disclosed nothing more than an abnormal pulse.
Felix willingly acted on his advice to rest at home for the balance of
the day.
:
Relieved of Philip’s presence he regained self-possession, but
struggle as he would, he could not master his perturbed feelings.

Montrose’s story kept ringing in his ears.

A hundred times he told

himself that he was not superstitious but each time that haunting

fear would rise again. In his study, he set the daimond on the mantelpiece and gazed at it with folded arms.

Its charm was gone.

He

began to pace the room and the gleam seemed to follow him like an
evil eye. With an oath he shut the case.
“By Heaven, Montrose is right. Not a moment’s peace since

I’ve had it.”

Then more thoughtfully, “But my foot is in it now.

I

must watch my chance to play the game out. The sooner I can clean
upon it the better for me. In any case there are no danger signals
ahead this far.” This last thought soothed his troubled mind and to
insure himself against fresh disturbances, he locked the stone in his -

desk.
In the weeks that followed, the tenor of things for Felix remained

unchanged.

His fear began to subside.

But there was irony in it

all, for a giant octopus was once again slowly stretching toward him
the tentacles that had planted the Nestor diamond at the Dupan

store—this time to take him into its maw. With its uncanny powers
of organization, the underworld was once more turning toward the
great stone.

Two months from the day of Felix’s fall, the Nestor was again
in the store. Philip had gone a second time to the East, and fore-

sight prompted Felix to be ready for any opportunity to pass the
stone. The unfortunate jeweler little knew, how perfectly he was
playing into the hands of those who would victimize him.

Early in

the afternoon, while he was busy with the third mail of the day,
Jasper, the head clerk, came into the workroom.
“Mr. Dupan, there is a lady in the store whose taste for diamonds

is above anything we have in stock.

It occurred to me that sooner
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than lose the sale, we would wire Mr. Philip Dupan to locate something for her.”
“Who is the customer, Jasper?”
“She is unknown to me.
in the store.”

The fact is, I’ve never before seen het

“Well, just what does she want?”
“The unusual in diamonds, Mr. Dupan.
or something of the sort.”

It’s for a birthday gift

“T’ll see her.” With these words Felix stepped into the store
and as he approached the diamond counter was favorably impressed
with an elegantly dressed woman of middle age or thereabouts. With

his most accomplished manner, he addressed her.
“You are interested in diamonds, madame?’

“You are—Mr.—?”
Felix Dupan.”
“Oh yes.—Yes, Mr. Dupan, I am very anxious to procure some-

thing rare and fine as a birthday surprise for my husband. Precious
stone are a hobby with him, hence my insistence on the unusual.”
Behind his acutely observing eyes, Felix’s mind was working
fast. “Something rare and fine.” The words were powerfully suggestive. But should he risk it? Perhaps the opportunity would not
repeat itself—the five thousand shortage—the chance to clean up big.
Objections were wiped away by these positive thoughts.

“Why—yes,” Felix said from the depths of his meditation, “we
have something, but—you may find it more—but let me show it
to you.”
While getting the stone from the safe, Felix made his plans. If
she would take it, he would ask for cash payment. With no record
of the sale existing, he could gamble on the reputation of the store
to support any denial he might have to make against an accusation
of having handled the stone, should anyone identify it in its new
hands. The game seemed safe. Confident, quick-witted, shrewd, he

returned to his customer, and without much ado, displayed the stone.
With a little cry of delight she took it from him.
“Oh—Mr. Dupan,—it is—wonderful!”’

“Yes, seventy carats of perfect clear water stone.”
“And the price—?”
“Fifteen thousand dollars.”

His own daring astounded him.
the result.
“Tl take it,” she said calmly.

He held his breath, waiting

Rear Row: Sgt. Jones, Lamoureux, McGriff, Payne.
Front Row:

Kramer, Donahue, Murphy, Young.

Capt. James R. Hill
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Felix stood speechless, breathless, as she drew fifteen crisp new
bills from her purse and laid them on the showcase as unconcernedly
as though they lacked the three weighty ciphers. Suspicion conquered Felix’s surprise. He said to himself that something was
wrong. It came all to easy. Taking the diamond and bills he stepped
into the workroom and the slipped out the rear door to the neighbor-

ing bank.

After impatiently awaiting his turn at the window he

heard the incredible. The bills were genuine. It was unbelievable;
the teller must be wrong. He sent his card into the secretary and

after a few minutes was admitted and reassured that beyond all
doubt the money was legitimate. With mixed sentiments of boyish
delight and avaricious glee, he started back to the store. Approaching, he saw Jasper anxiously glancing up and down the little side
street. Seeing Felix, his agitation increased.
“Mr. Dupan,” he began tremulously, “your customer is in a fine
fury. She says that this delay is unreasonable and that she will cancel her purchase.”
These words struck fear into Felix’s heart. The situation that
confronted him raised it. he woman was beyond reclaim. In plain
terms she intimated that she knew her money had been suspected.

Turning a deaf ear to Felix’s pleas and attempts to bargain, she in-

sisted upon having the money returned. Having restored it to her
purse, she haughtily swept from the store.

The next hour was a dismal one. The clerks spoke in whispers.
Felix was unapproachable. Although not knowing the circumstances

they sensed that something big had gone wrong.
Then, in the middle of the afternoon, to the surprise of everyone, the cause of the murky atmosphere was seen re-entering the

store.

‘The woman walked up to Felix and addressed him some-

.
what coldly.
you
price
the
at
“Mr. Dupan, I’ve decided to take that diamond
last offered it—fourteen thousand dollars.” She leisurely counted out
fourteen bills as Felix, with many added apologies, gladly and hurriedly secured the diamond and surrendered it.
Five minutes later he started for the bank, this time in a free and
easy manner. A grimy newsboy blocked his progress, without a sign

of annoyance, Felix took the proffered paper and would accept no
change. The noisy corner reformers, never before noticed by Felix,
realized a bill or two. ‘The moment’s prosperity was too much for

even a heart steeled by love of gain.

At the bank, he dashed some

overlarge figures on his deposit slip and with more or less show of

importance passed the book through the “Savings” window.

Two
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minutes later the fourteen crisp new bills were returned through the

Same gratéd window, each one perforated with the word—‘“counserieit.”
R. J. KITSTEINER.

The Automobile and the Engineer
[m
HE automobile of today is more widely used than any other
mode of conveyance. The reason for this is its adaptability for a variety of purposes, its economy of operation, and
the dependable service which it gives to its users.
lt is the engineer who deserves the credit for placing the automobile in the prominent position which it today holds. There is
no single.detail that enters into the construction of the automobile
that has not either been designed by an engineer or has not received

his approval.

The automobile of today is a highly perfected piece of mechanism.
It has been constructed in a manner to withstand every conceivable
strain and abuse with the minimum amount of depreciation on the

car itself.

It has been simplified and improved with the seasons till

a person now really wonders what changes could be made that would
produce better automobiles then we now have.
Each part that goes into the making of a machine must answer
certain fixed and rigid specifications. ‘The following are the main
parts that go into the making of an automobile chassis: ‘The frame,
the springs, the axles, the wheels and steering gear, the power plant,

clutch and transmission system, the control apparatus.

Each of

these are controlled by the following classes of engineers:
In the designing and making of the frame both the mechanical
and structural engineers have prominent positions to fill. It is these

engineers who have the problem of producing a frame that is sufficiently strong with the smallest amount of weight permitted. They
must place cross beams and supporting rods in such a manner as to

permit of a given amount of movement withoutin any wayweakening the frame.

In this way they save wear on the rest of the car

without decreasing the factor of safety in that frame.
The springs are mainly the product of the metallurgical and

chemical engineer. Without dependable springs that function properly, the modern automobile would be an impossibility. The chemist
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names the metals that are to go into the springs and then determines
a specific heat treatment that it should be subjected to. The springs
should have strength to support the weight of the car and also be
able to withstand road shock.
In the manufacture of the axles, wheels, steering gear, power
plant, etc., it is the co-operation of the chemical, mechanical and the
structural engineer that has produced the results that we now see.

In all cases it is the duty of the chemical engineer to decide what kind

of material is best suited for each individual purpose, allowing the
other engineers to decide the form, shape and size into which to
machine it.

A great variety of materials. go into the manutacture of an auto-

mobile. Each single kind being suited for separate purposes. The
chief metal used is of course iron but it is worked into such a variety
of ways to take on entirely different properties. Cast iron is used
almost exclusively in the making of the cylinder blocks, as also for
the making of the pistons. For valves the best results are obtained
by the use of tungsten steel. In the making of cams, valve springs,

crankshaft, bearings, and all other motor parts, carbon steel is used

which has received heat treatment to make it suitable for the purpose. Aluminum is used for the crankcase and any other place where
lightness without great strength is to be obtained. For the axles the

chemist has decided that certain alloys of steel with nickel are best
able to withstand the pounding effect to which they are continually
subjected.
An engineer is required to find out the exact amount of strain
that each part is to bear and then construct those parts to withstand
those strains allowing a certain factor of safety. The engineer will
know the strength of the material used and the weight of the car. He
is then able to design each part of sufficient strength to take care of
all conditions. It is left entirely to these engineers to design each
part as to shape, and size. Every piece must then be able to function properly, when working with the other parts in the car. In this
way they are responsible that the car is a balanced one, that is every

part only serves to make the finished product. A chain is no stronger
than its weakest link, so also with the automobile, where any de-

fective part will cause the entire car to be weakened.

The design and installation of the electrical system is made of

course by an electrical engineer.

‘The ignition system of any auto-

‘mobile is one of the most important parts. It is, however, only one
link in the manufacture of an automobile that serves to make the completed machine a successful one. The most common forms of igni-
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tion systems now used are: 1. The battery ignition. 2. The use of
a magneto. 3. The combination of battery and generator. This last

form is the one that is used more than any of the others. Any kind
of ignition is not suitable for every type of machine. Here especially
the electrical engineer has the responsibility of producing such an
electrical system that will give the best results on the individual
machine.
The duties of the chemical engineer do not end with the car itself. Chemical control is necessary in the lubrication, the kind of fuel
to be used, and also the making of the very tires on the car. -In the
case of the lubrication of the car different oils are necessary on the
different parts of the machine and different oils are also needed in
the various seasons of the year. He is to decide these and also other
similar questions. He must so proportion the fuel between the volatile and less volatile portions, so that easy starting is always possible.
The question of tires is also solved by the chemical engineer. This
is a vast field in itself but it is a part of the automobile industry. The

chemical engineer has now practically solved this problem, although

improvements are still being made. He has succeeded by the addition of certain compounds to give to rubber an entirely new set of

properties which it originally did not possess.

Changes in the design of automobile are still to be expected,

but for every improvement that will result there will only be the new

application of some well-known engineering problem. The automobile with its seeming complexities to many, is really a very simple

thing.

There is a very definite arrangement between all of its parts

and each is really dependent on the others for its operation. The
automobile of today may be said to owe its success to the principle
of co-ordinating the separate parts to the whole and this is done by

the application of scientific knowledge based on engineering prin-

ciples:

GEORGE C. HOCHWALT.
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The Changing Attitude of Labor
[=]
Tis the law of nature, for nations and for men, that they pass
through the crumbling stages of past life to new experiences.
It is our lot to live in the disturbing days of great changes fulfilled and impending, in a time of national travail and of new
deliverance. The war, it is said, has shaken society to its foundations; to the foundation, yes, but the foundations themselves remain.
The foundation remains but the superstructure of our institutions is
badly shaken. There is scarcely a social institution that the storm of
war has left. wholly unscathed.
Labor unrest is not something to be exorcised, it is not even
something to be feared. It is part of what distinguishes the human

being from the sheep.

It is part of the eternal striving of humanity

for a better and fuller life.

The unrest of today makes the civiliza-

tion of tomorrow; had there been no unrest in the Stone Age, the

world would be still in the Stone Age.

The change in the labor

situation is due mainly to a new attitude on the part of labor. We
often think of the relation of capital and labor as a kind of warfare,
and, it is in part true, that capital and labor as at present constituted
are ranged against one another as opposing forces. In this struggle,
labor is regarded as the offensive, capital as the defensive force. They

have been organizing their respective sides for this conflict, but Capi-

tal has organized to defend a position already taken. Labor to gain
what it regards a territory of which it has been despoiled. Capital

upholds the existent order, the prevailing law, the established indus-

trial regime. Labor has been challenging it, and it is upon that
challenge that the battle is being joined.

In recent years the challenge has been growing more insistent.

It has been changing in form. A century ago labor was fighting
almost as an outlaw in society, with government wholly on the opposing side. A century ago, unions of workers were illegal. It was

taken for granted by both sides that the general regulation of the
conditions of work was a matter which pertained to the employer
alone.

The business was his business and it was his to decide, but

the attitude of labor on this point has been changing.

We are almost overwhelmed in industry today by the speed with
which the labor problem has come upon us. We hardly know why
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we should so rapidly have passed from a state of apparent unity into
a’state of such disorder. We cannot see what is back of the’e very
imperative demands of the labor leader, or what is back of the political strife within the labor organization itself, and we are unable to
visualize the difficulties that industrial managers are having in retaining even a tithe of the incentive or a tithe of the interest that
formerly we supposed we had from our workers.
The world war has destroyed many things; it has not de-

stroyed but rather nourished the roots of industrial strife.

‘There is

still that insecurity of employment which creates in men a haunting
dread and a sense of alienation well justified by the bitter compulsory
demoralization of those out of work. There is more than ever, that
contrast of wealth flaunting its superfluities, and poverty stinted of
its barest needs which impels not only the victim of the latter but

every honest man to ask, “Is it just?”
Labor has risen to such a height that the nation has been confronted with a serious problem and it is now up to our law makers to
make known certain large policies which need to be carried into effect
that the great cleavage of labor and capital may be narrowed to a
normal conflict of orderly social forces, instead of being widened into

the gulf of anarchy.

MATTHEW J. CAHILL.
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The Wolf
OOD evening Miss Field,” came in a cheery voice from
the motor launch Boreas as it plowed its way through
the wavelets of Cayuga Lake.

“Hello, Jack! was the equally cheery response from
the slim little miss perched on the railing of the veranda of her father’s
summer home at Lakeview. The sun was just sinking behind Jacqueminot Island and its dying rays tinted the rippling waters with

their golden hue. Although born and bred in the North, Helen Field

had the blood of Southern aristocrats within her. Her dark complexion, a token of her ancestry, was heightened by the sparkling

eyes in which all the glory of the autumnal sunset was reflected.

Helen quite like most young ladies of the marriageable age had wonderful ideals. ‘io her no man was perfect. Her hobby was reformation. Her inborn proclivity to reform had become a mania and every
young man who came intd contact with her felt it sooner or later.
Mr. Ardon Field was presumably one of the idle rich but only he
and his daughter knew of the many mortgages and loans required to
keep pace with the Field family pride and social status. Hence, Miss
Helen had one ruling ambition: to meet a rich young man, make
him perfect and—marry him. Of course, she wasn’t in the marraige
market, she was merely “campaigning on her own hook to find a per-

fect, rich young man whom she could love to death.” But the most
cherished ideals are oftentimes shattered by queer occurrences and

chance comers—and Helen was a great reformer at least in her estimation.

A young August moon peeped from behind the fleeting clouds,

letting its rays pierce here and there the densely grown ivy on the
veranda below.

From the gayly lighted ball room within came the

soothing strains of a waltz while out of the big French doorway came
a young lady and her gentleman friend. The man reached into his
pocket producing a silver cigarette case. He opened it and, placing
one of his favorite brand in his mouth, struck a match.
“Why, Mr. Ashton! What are you doing?” came in a shocked

voice from the miss at his side.
“Merely lighting a cigarette, Miss Field.
2
mind my smoking, do you

You certainly don’t
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“Oh, but I do. You must think me queer, Mr. Ashton. I met
you only tonight and here I am reading you a sermon. But, Mr. Ash-

ton, don’t you know that cigarettes will weaken your brain, cause
consumption and—oh, lots of other things? And then it doesn’t look
nice for a man to smoke those poisonous weeds. And besides Mr.
Cortlandt told me on one occasion that he knew a man who had actually gone insane from smoking. No husband I ever get will smoke
cigarettes!”

“Oh, very well, Miss Field. Do you know I appreciate having
someone take an interest in me,’ he remarked with a twinkle in his
eye, as he threw away the Pall Mall. “I haven’t had anybody who

cared anything about me or did anything for me since mother died.
Poor mother!

I was onlya little tot then.

It made no difference to

father where I went or what I did; so I had things pretty much my
own way. Of course I had tough sledding at times. And—but-er-but
don’t whisper it to a soul—I’ve been a very bad man.”

“Bad? Oh, goodness gracious! What could you have done?’
“Come here into the swing and I’ll tell you all about it. But
mind you, don’t tell a soul. It would mean my death! Some years
after my mother died I started out in the world to make my fortune.
I got as far as Chicago and I was dead broke.”
“Good heavens, what did you do then?’
“Hush! As I was walking down Wabash Avenue one night a
fellow came up to me and asked me if I wanted to make some easy

money.

Of course I said ‘Yes.’

That was the first second-story job

I ever attempted. But after that the money came so easily that I
soon becamea professional crook, and one day a pal of mine and

myself robbed the Corn and Exchange Bank on LaSalle Street of
sixty thousand dollars!”

lips.

“Oh!” She shrank from him and a horrified gasp escaped her
But then her mother instinct and above all her reforming ideas

prompted her to encourage him to tell his story.

cause of his regeneration from crime.

She might be the

He was such a nice young

tan, so strong and robust and—handsome. It seemed a shame to let
him drift on so. Yes, she WOULD reform him.
“Well, go on, Mr. Ashton,” was all she said.

“I drifted on from bad to worse. I became a great professional
crook—stole necklaces from ladies at receptions—”
Helen Field’s hand shot to her throat and a sigh of relief escaped
her as she discovered that her new ruby necklace was still there. She

was poor enough and couldn’t afford to lose that.
smiled as he saw that nervous clasp.

Danny Ashton
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“I became the leader of a band of daredevils called the Wolves
by the Chicago and New York police. For a time things came our
way. Then, one day, our whole crowd was nabbed in a diamond
robbery. Warning was given too late and only another of the Wolves
and myself escaped. We left New York changed our names and took
up the racing game. After a time we traveled in the West. Our train
was held up by bandits in New Mexico. Ever on the lookout for
adventure we joined their band and had some stirring times. Now

for the past three years I haven’t had to do any work at all, merely

living on the profits that I’ve made. But I guess the reason that I
did it all was because I didn’t have anyone to talk to me and tell me

what was right and what was wrong.

Yes, even now I feel occa-

sionally like going back to the old life.”

“Oh, but Mr. Ashton, you wouldn’t!” Helen was talking with
all the fervor she knew how to command and with all her instinct
for reforming keyed to its highest. “Come promise me that you won't
ever go back to that life. You are too much of a man, so nice and
courtly and handsome. You certainly should not be doing such terribly evil things. I'll not breathe a word of this. Oh, I feel so sorry
for you. You must let me try to help you. You just arrived here

this evening, did you not? Well, you must let me see you often and
let me help you. Father is an old dear and he won't care if you come
over to see me often.

a—a crook.

And besides. he doesn’t know that you’re a—

Come promise me you'll let me help you.”

“Oh, certainly, if you insist,” he replied kindly with a twinkle
in his eye. “But it’s going to be a hard job for you, Miss Field.”
“Please call me Helen, er-er-Danny, I think that that will make
the job much easier.”

“Very well Helen.

But come, let’s not miss this incense dance.

It’s a feature of the evening I believe.”

Two months elapsed. The people at the summer resort of
view soon began to notice the ripening intimacy of “their own”
Field with the handsome New York broker, Danny Ashton,
styled himself. Some of the rich society matrons even went
as to venture opinions in regard to the seriousness of the

LakeHelen
as he
so far
young

man’s intentions. ‘There had been many little motor trips to Lake
Oneida, and many a canoe ride over to Jacqueminot island. The

young man had been feted and entertained but was seldom, if ever,
seen without Miss Helen, which latter fact worried the aforesaid
matrons not a little since they had laid well calculated plans for this
young broker.
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One evening Helen and Danny were riding over to Shirton Villa,
an aristocratic mansion on the road to Lake Oneida, where a reception was in progress. They stopped at the little town of Olean. An
extra edition of the Lakeview News was being sold. A newsboy
rushed up to their car insistingly, and Helen bought a paper. And
there in glaring headlines lay the news:
“Prominent Clubman Found Dead at Home.
“*The Wolf,’ Black Masked Assassin.”
The article went on to the effect that Stanley Wales had been
assaulted and murdered in his own home by a black masked assassin
who, later made his getaway and now was nowhere to be found. At
the same time the servants had been locked up and after the murder
the daring assassin had taken the body with him, to all appearances,
having left a note saying:

“At last my debt is paid.

Stanley Wales has died for a terrible

wrong. Do not attempt to find him.

I’ll attend to him—The Wolf.”

Helen nearly collapsed from the shock.

She had seen a black

mask with a wolf’s head upon it in Danny’s pocket, just an hour before the murder was supposed to have occurred. He had explained
its presence by saying that it was one that he used to have years ago.
She remembered that Danny said he had an important engagement
just at the time of the murder. As soon as they were riding along
again Helen exclaimed:
“Oh, Danny, say you didn’t do it. You didn’t, did you? Oh tell
me it’s not so, Danny!”
Danny was silent. Not a word passed his lips but a grim look
settled in his eyes. He looked at her—one searching look—but not a

word.

Helen broke down and cried but Danny still maintained his

unperturbed silence for some time. ‘Then:
“Come, Helen, we're going to a reception now. I can explain
such things later.”
Further on in the evening Darton Ames, who had come down
from the city, startled the crowd at the reception by the news that

he had had his pocket picked of a diamond ring and currency amounting to about five hundred dollars, and in their place was a scrap of
paper signed:
“With Best Regards from The Wolf.”
That was the last straw. Helen actually fainted. People came
running to where she lay in Danny’s arms.
“Only a slight fainting spell, ladies and gentlemen, she suffers
them frequently,” he remarked. “The air is so close in here. We'll
take her outside for a little ‘air and she’ll soon be better.”
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He carried her out to his car and soon they were speeding toward Carleton. Shortly Helen revived.
“Oh, Danny, you promised me to give up thatevil life and now
you have entered again upon a career of crime. Oh, Danny, I have
failed with you. I expected to make a man of you, Danny. I wanted
to make a real good man of you, but I can’t. But how did you get
away from that place? Didn’t they want to search you?”

“Poor little Helen! You fainted and in the uproar I managed to
get you out and now we are going to Carleton to be married.”
“Married! ! Oh, Danny, I can’t.”
“Vou can’t? Didn’t you tell me last night that you loved me?
Didn’t you say that you would always be with me as an inspiration
to keep me from evil? Those men are paying for their deeds, that is
all. And as for me, the Wolf is dead. From now on I have only one
person to look after. Yes, the Wolves are scattered.”
Not very long after, they came into the little town of Carleton.
Driving up to the rectory, Danny summoned Squire Conroy and two
witnesses whom he had engaged before, and in a short time the vows
were spoken. Then in a swirl of dust Danny drove away. Some time
later he spoke:

“Now my darling that we’re married, I think I owe you an ex-

planation.”
Only sobs came from Helen who had collapsed again at the
thought of what had occurred.
“Listen, hon, I’m not a criminal at all. Stanley Wales and Darton Ames are two college chums of mine. We were always pals at
Cornell. I met you on one occasion at a masquerade and wanted to
become acquainted with you. Stan told me that you could only love

a fellow whom you had reformed.

So I made up my mind to play

the part. I am Danny Ashton of the Ashton, Ashton and Carter’
Corporation the greatest dramatic producers in stock work in America. I saw your father and got his consent to our marriage if I could
win you by my queer scheme. He’s in on the whole deal. The
Wolves were merely the members of our frat. at Cornell. Stanley
Wales simply disappeared, the servants were bribed to keep still.
The paper that you bought was one of fifty thousand sent over the

country. The advertising that Stanley will get out of this will be
enormous. ‘The Lakeview News sold more papers than it will ever
sell again.

And Darton Ames simply told that story from which

he’ll get some free advertising. I’ma rich business man, Helen, now
reformed from all crime. And when Stan. returns from the dead,
after hair-breadth escapes we'll produce his new drama. I know it
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was wrong to deceive you and for a time I thought that you’d hate
me for it. But after I had started I had to stick to it. But I have
been reformed. I’ve found out that I’ve been a brute, that I have a
little lady who'll stick to me through thick and thin when she thinks
that I’m in trouble; and I know that if she can ever forgive me for
treating her the way I did and deceiving her so, I’ll try to make the
most perfect little husband in the world. She’s the best little—”
“Oh, Danny, why didn’t you tell me before? What must you
think of me?”
“But,” he insisted, “now that I’ve reformed am I forgiven?”
“Yes, Danny,” she replied simply with her head on his shoulder.
“Come now, Helen, it’s getting rather late. We had better be
returning to the wedding reception that your father planned for you
at Lakeview. I told him we'd be there at midnight. It’s a rather
late hour for a wolf to be alone, Helen.”
D. HERBERT ABEL.
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Lubrication of Internal
Combustion Engines
HEN an automotive engineer speaks of lubrication, the
first questions he answers are: Will the oil lubricate
the cylinder? Will it provide proper piston seal? Wall

it form carbon deposits? What will be the consumption? In this article we will discuss lubrication as applied to gasoline
and kerosene engines, gas engines, fuel-oil and heavy-oil engines of
the stationary types.
Considering first the lubrication of the power cylinder, the oil
must do two things,—lubricate the cylinder walls, piston and piston
rings, and assist the piston rings to forma seal. As the greater pro-

portion of power-plant engines operate on the four-stroke cycle, let
us investigate what happens to the oil on each of these four strokes.

On the suction stroke the cylinder walls, as far as the piston
travels, have been covered with a film of oil from the previous stroke,
which, together with the oil on the piston and between the rings,
acts as a lubricant for the piston and rings. ‘The oil in the clearance
space between the rings assists them in forming a seal to prevent
leakage of air or vapor from the crankcase into the cylinder. The air

and vapor drawn into the cylinder are comparatively cool, and if the
fuel is completely vaporized, there will be no detrimental effect on
the film.
The film of oil left on the cylinder walls during the suction
stroke, together with the new film picked up by the piston from the
crank end of the cylinder walls, lubricates the piston on the compression stroke, and as the piston moves toward the cylinder head it

smears a fresh film of oil on the walls.

The supply of oil collecting

on the advancing side of the piston rings and around the upper edge
of the piston serves to prevent leakage of the gases being compressed.
The degree of compression will depend somewhat upon the sealforming properties of the oil, and upon the condition of the cylinder,

piston and rings.

;

During the compression stroke the temperature of the gases

gradually increases, but not high enough to damage the oil film until
near the end of the stroke, when most of the oil film is covered by
the piston.
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The film of oil placed on the cylinder walls by the piston on the
compression stroke lubricates the piston on the explosion stroke.
As the piston moves toward the crank, exposing the walls to the high
temperature of the burning gases, the flame comes in contact with the
oil film, but only after it has served its purpose of lubricating the
piston on the in-stroke. The greater part of the damage to the oil
film occurs on this stroke. The oil between the rings and between
the piston and cylinder walls is subjected to the pressure of the burning gases and must assist the piston rings in preventing loss of power
through leakage of the gases out of the open end of the cylinder.
If there is any trouble with lubrication, it will be encountered on
the exhaust stroke, as the oil film on the cylinder walls has just been
exposed to the high temperatures of the burning gases and has been

more or less damaged. However, if the oil possesses the proper characteristics and has been applied in sufficient amount, some lubricat-

ing value remains, which, together with the oil film on the piston itself, lubricates the piston for this stroke.
Some of the features in the mechanical and the operating conditions of the engine, which determine the kind of oil, that will satisfactorily meet the requirements previously mentioned are: Cylinder
temperatures, ignition, oiling systems, carburetion, cooling systems,
revolutions per minute, fuel, piston clearances, atmospheric conditions.
It has been found by experiment that the maximum temperature

obtained in the engine cylinder is about 2,700 deg. F. andthe. minimum about 250 deg. F.

The average temperature for the complete

cycle being 950 deg. F.

It should be remembered that’these are the

temperatures of the gases and not the temperature of the cylinder
walls or of the oil film. By means of the cooling system the tem-

perature of the cylinder walls is lowered to about 175-200 deg. F.
But the temperature of the oil film exposed to the burning gases is
much greater especially at the time of explosion. During this part of

the cycle the oil film is directly exposed to the high temperature
of
2700 deg. F., undoubtedly damaging it.
As it is impossible to produce a petroleum lubricating oil of any
kind having a flash point over 700 deg. F., it would seem that the oil

film exposed to an average temperature of 950 deg. F. would be destroyed promptly., But this is not the case as can readily be proven
by pouring a few drops of oil on a red-hot plate.

It will be several

seconds before the oil is evaporated. If the engine is running 2.000
R. P. M. as automotive engines sometimes do, the oil film will be re-

placed twenty times a second.

Hence it is a comparatively simple
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matter to maintain the oil film if oils of suitable characteristics are
used.

The completeness and the rapidity of combustion have a great
influence on the kind of lubricant to be used, and its life.

If the fuel

is completely vaporized and thoroughly mixed with the correct
amount of air, on deliverance into the cylinder, combustion is very
rapid, being completed soon after the beginning of the stroke, maxi-

mum temperatures being obtained when the piston completely covers
the working surfaces of the cylinder, thereby protecting the lubricat-

ing film from destruction. If the fuel is not completely vaporized and
intimately mixed with air in the right proportions, it burns slowly,
and as the piston uncovers the oil film, the burning fuel destroys it.
The bad effects of slow burning can be overcome sometimes by using
a heavy-bodied oil.
Engines burning liquid fuels such as gasoline, kerosene or fuel
oil, always have incomplete vaporization to contend with. When the
liquid fuel enters the cylinder in the form of minute drops, on strik-

ing the cylinder walls, some of the small particles adhere in a liquid
form.

‘The liquid fuel, having a solvent action on the lubrication oil,

thins it down, frequently destroying the film.

This thinning down

of the oil films may allow some of the oil to work up into the combustion space or be blown past the piston rings and out of the open end
of the cylinder.
‘ This leakage of fuel is a particularly serious matter for engines

having inclosed crankcase oiling systems, because the dilution of the
oil with the fuel soon thins it down to such an extent that it is no
longer able to perform its duty of lubricating the bearings and cylinders, or of providing a proper piston seal. Bearings many times are
burned out when using a high-grade oil through no fault of the oil,
but because of incomplete combustion of the fuel.

Another trouble caused by incomplete combustion is carbon deposits. When carbon is formed, most engineers are inclined to place
the blame on the oil. Imperfect combustion always results in the

formation of carbon of some sort:

Perhaps it will be nothing more

serious than a smoky exhaust, but if the soot is caught by the excess

of oils on the walls of the combustion space or on the valves, it soon
becomes hardened and builds up rapidly with the addition of more
on and more soot.

‘The lighter-bodied oils, which evaporate more

quickly than the heavier oils, do not hold this soot tenaciously. Consequently, when it is known that an engine has a tendency to smoke,
it is highly advisable to use a light or medium-bodied oil.
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Natural gas, blast-furnace gas, producer gas and coke-oven gas
being comparatively slow-burning, do not produce high temperatures,
but the heat generated is maintained over a considerable portion of

the stroke, thus exposing the oil film to very severe conditions. Kerosene being slower burning than gasoline, permitting of higher compression and requiring higher cylinder temperatures, imposes a severe
service on the oil film, which must have exceptionally good lubricating qualities to stand up for any length of time.
With ignition we have again the problem of combustion.

If

ignition takes place at exactly the proper time, resulting in the most
complete combustion possible, maximum temperature will occur when
the piston is very nearly on dead-center, and as the piston recedes,
uncovering and exposing the film to the burning vapor, the temperature rapidly falls off. If the ignition is retarded, a slower and later
burning occurs extending over a considerable portion of the stroke.
This longer exposure of the oil film to the high temperature damages
it and in fact may completely destroy it. Continuous retarded ignition quickly heats up the cylinder walls and the cooling water, thin-

ning down the oil and frequently reducing its viscosity to the danger
point.

The temperature of the cooling water influences the kind of oil
to be selected when certain types of lubricating systems are used. A
low temperature cools the cylinder walls and will.sometimes prevent
a heavy-bodied oil from spreading properly so that a portion of the
cylinder may become dry. When experience with certain oils shows

that this occurs, it can easily be remedied by using a lighter-bodied
oil.
The operation of any internal-combustion engine is vitally af-

ected by the degree of perfection of the seal of the piston within the
cylinder. A practically perfect seal may be made by tight pistons or
piston rings, but the improved compression and decreased leakage of
gases is secured at the expense of greatly increased friction; in fact,
the pistons can be made so tight that the engine cannot be turned

over at all.
A much more desirable form of seal can be secured and maintained by making use of the lubricating oil film necessarily existing

for lubrication.

As the piston advances, a quantity of oil builds up

on the edge of the piston head and on the advancing side of the piston rings, which opposes the force of the compressed gases, so that

if the oil is of sufficient body or viscosity to resist the force of the
gases, a perfect seal is secured.
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The method of supplying the oil to the piston and bearings af-

fects the viscosity of the oils that can be used. The oil must always

be thin enough to flow from the point of supply to the parts requiring lubrication. Heavier oils can be used with mechanical lubricators

or pumps than when drip cups or splash systems are provided. With

the inclosed crankcase oiling system we must always consider the

possibility of fuel dilution, and any method that can be devised to

continuously remove the fuel from the crankcase oil, thus maintain-

ing its body, will be of great value in improving the efficiency of lubrication as well as the fuel economy.

Now we come to some of the lubricating troubles:

Dry cylin-

ders, wet cylinders, carbon deposits, bearing troubles.
Dry cylinders may be caused by oil burning off the cylinder; too
lean a fuel mixture; too rich a fuel mixture; imperfect carburetio;n
late ignition; dilution of oil in the crankcase.
Wet cylinders, cylinder heads, valves and spark plugs may be

caused by too rich a fuel mixture; imperfect carburetion; failure of

ignition; dilution of oil in crankcase; excessive oil feed; loose pistons or rings.
Carbon deposits may be caused by: Loose pistons or rings; excessive oil feed: too thin an oil; too heavy an oil; cold circulation
water; late ignition; failure of ignition; too lean a mixture; too rich
a mixture.
Worn out or burnt out bearings, in inclosed crankcase engines:
Hot oil from gases leaking past piston; oil too thin; oil diluted by
leakage of fuel from cylinders; mechanical faults in bearings or bear-

ing adjustments.
Suitable oils for internal-combustion engines are made from both
asphaltic and paraffin crudes. The correct viscosity can be determined only by a careful examination of the engine and all the surrounding operating conditions. The most economical oil can be determined only by actual test under operating conditions. It is really
the engine builder’s business to find out and advise his customers
what kind of oil to use.

4
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ATIGUE asa factor in industry is by no means commonly

understood, much less appreciated, even by men of high

position, like executives and engineers. This is probably
due to the fact that it is an internal industrial handicap
that is not as obvious as a broken finger. Industrial fatigue, essentially, means a diminished capacity for work. From the standpoint
of production, it is especially important to realize that this diminished
capacity occurs before the worker himself experiences the actual sensation of fatigue. Industrial fatigue is eventually “felt” in the brain,
the nerves, and the muscles, and when this point is reached, the
worker is drawing on his inner reserve—he is consuming his own

substance.

On the other hand, when fatigueis in its first stages, the

workeris stirring up poisonous products generated by the chemical
changes caused by his exertions.

Industrial fatigue is due to overstrain, incurred in industry.

Speed, noise, piece work, overtime, are some of the causes of fatigue.
Monotony, too, causes fatigue. The strain that machinery undergoes is one of the most important elements in fatigue. This is due
to the rythm of the machine. For every machine or set of machines,
and every industrial plant as well, has its peculiar motion or rythm,

like the clock, or the running train, or the tramp of a marching troop.

The “human” machine also has this rythm.

Miss Josephine Goldmark, an expert on this subject, says:

“It

is not a fanciful or theoretical notion, but the common endowmentin
all of us. ‘Human’ engineers will have to learn that industrial rythm
is the secret of output. It is because the rythm of the machine is

faster than the rythm of the operator that industrial fatigue finally
sets in. ‘Hustling,’ or speeding up, may enable the worker to catch

up with the fast machine, but only to break down sooner or later—
If the balance between is two could be permanently established,

fatigue could never occur.”

Where this balance is impossible, rest

periods are essential if fatigue is to be forestalled.
Bodily fatigue is a prominent factor to be considered. The
whole of the mechanical energy and heat yielded by the body that is
doing work, comes from the chemical energy stored up in the mus-
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As this store of energy is used up, the deficiency must be made

good by fresh supplies from the blood, and ultimately from food.

Hence the importance of the diet of workers, now ignored by all ex-

cept a handful of enlightened employers. Next to food in importance
is the rest period, the management of which is certainly within the
control of every employer. We are learning that the maximum output in addition to the day’s work, and the continued health of the
worker, are best secured by spells of strenuous activity broken by
spells of rest. The longer the rest spells, the less the bodily fatigue.
Both, steady attention concentrated upon one task, and distributed attention divided among several tasks, will bring on “nervous
and mental fatigue”; likewise the continued use of special senses.

Much industrial work is monotonous today.

It therefore becomes

monotonous to the operator. Now the very sense of monotony itself
tends to diminish the capacity for work, just as interest and variety

on the other hand improve it.

Two things, therefore, employers and

employees must learn concerning industrial fatigue; in the first place
it overtakes the worker before he realizes it himself, and diminishes
his capacity for output for the time being; and secondly, advanced
fatigue not only reduces his capacity for the moment, but does him

damage of a more permanent kind, which will affect his capacity in

the future. Plainly, it is uneconomical to permit this deterioration to
occur. It is therefore of great importance to determine and put into

operation the tests of industrial fatigue.
To the human engineer, it is of special interest, be he employer,
foreman, or any other type of executive, that output itself, or production, is the best test of fatigue. Measurement of output per hour
proves this point beyond the shadow of a doubt. Tabulated results

are gradually convincing employers that the “eleventh hour,” particularly in all strenuous industries, is unproductive and therefore
uneconomical. ‘The opposition to the idea of shortening the working
day, in order to lessen the strains of industry, is therefore dying out.

As employers begin to understand the effects of overstrain on output,
they cease to encourage the outcry that shorter hours would ruin
our industries, however honest that conviction may have been in the
past.

In the United States, the theory of larger output and shorter
hours was supported by the best economists, and later embodied in
legislation.

After the ten-hour law went into effect in 1874 in Massa-

chusetts, Mr. Carrol D. White investigated its effect on production.
He found that the increased efficiency of the worker more than made
up for the eleventh hour, which was then for the first time legislated
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out of existence in industry. Other studies show that output varies
with the health of the individual. Careful selection of individuals
for particular tasks is ever the rule in well-managed concerns.
In
such plants, executives are chosen for their ability to lead rather than
to drive men, because it has been found that the workers’ co-operation with the employing management, and their highest voluntary
efforts to achieve the maximum output, can be secured only through
their good will. Unscientific managers apparently fail to understand
that the law of god will, whether in industry or in society, is as real
as any other law, and that, moreover, it has a physical basis. Wherever, in the interest of gain, the law has been disobeyed, it has re-

asserted itself in the form of “slowed labor” as a kind
self-protection. The frequent charge, therefore, that
liberately limiting their output, or “slacking” may
sense that they are by nature compelled to slow up

of physiological
workers are debe true in the
effort that for-

merly had to last them twelve or thirteen hours a day. If that is so,
it will take some time before the maximum output will be demonstrated within reasonably shorter working hours.

The question of Sunday labor also has a fundamental bearing on

industrial fatigue.

its health aspect.

It is considered here not in its religious but in

The practice of Sunday work is so common that it

is hard to break it off. Sunday labor seems to be in favor because
of the high rate of wages, but employers and trade-union officials
alike disapprove of the practice. “It does not pay, and output is not
increased.”
A. D. CROWLEY.
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A Broken. Heart
GH
ITA MAUVRET was scarcely sixteen years old, when she,
like many thousands of other children of Northern France,

was made homeless and an orphan. Her father had been
killed in one of the first battles on the Belgian frontier,
the
and her mother died six months later from grief combined with
want of the actual necessities of life.

In early youth Zita had been an enthusiastic adept of the dance,
and not infrequently had she made a tidy sum in this manner at the
American Hotel not far from the village.
Being thrown upon her own resources, she finally wended her
the
way to the streets of Paris, where she danced and sang daily for
waypassing
the
by
pennies which perchance might be tossed to her

farer. For a time she was quite successful, the soldiers on furlough
were willing and liberal admirers of her coquettish little pranks and
songs.

But soon the shortage of men at the front caused fewer and

fewer furloughs to be granted, which immediately had its dire effects
upon poor Zita’s income, who was soon compelled by circumstances
to beg, in order to purchase a few morsels of bread.
It happened that just at this time Mr. Frederick Van Zant, president of the Amefican Steel Corporation, had under the stress of busiin
ness relations been compelled to attend a munitions convention
entering
to
prior
just
evening,
one
taxi
France. Stepping from his
his hotel, he was attracted by the pitiful cry of Zita who in utter dismay was making one last petition for help. Mr. Van Zant noting the

lines of starvation plainly evident upon the fine features of the girl’s
to her
countenance, was moved to compassion and patiently listened

story.

He stood as a stone image for some time after Zita had fin-

ished, not uttering a word, but quietly reflecting after his own fashion
hope,
what best to do. Finally after Zita had practically given up all
shall
IT
,
America
to
go
to
he said “My little girl if you will be willing

give you a position in my household.”
Zita, anxious to do anything to abandon this life of misery, 1mmediately consented.

Through the influence of Mr. Van Zant a passport was readily

every
secured for her to America, the land of promise and sunshine to

foreigner.

Soon Mrs. Van Zant with the vast wealth of her husband
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at her disposal, had with the trend of social peers, sought minor diversions in the field of charity. But peculiar to her nature the new
and
seemingly passive diversion developed in her a true sense of philanthropy. And thus it was that Mrs. Van Zant after having heard
the
pathetic story of the little girl in her husband’s letter of approval
, accepted Zita into the Van Zant household as her private maid.
In this capacity Zita, with her grateful disposition, sincere attachment and untiring efforts to please soon became an almost indispensable aid to her mistress. Before the lapse of many weeks
she
readily gained the sympathy as well as the complete confiden
ce of

Mrs. Van Zant.

|

One morning shortly after Mrs. Van Zant had left for town, the

telephone began to ring furiously and Zita rushed to answer
it, for-

getting for the moment to replace the jewels from which her mistress
had chosen her morning’s adornments.

Down in the garden beneath the cooling shade of the gnarled old

apple tree sat the two little Van Zants, Angela and Jimmey, deeply

engrossed in the planning of their next diversion.
“O let’s play king,” said Jimmey eagerly,

“King—Well what am I going to be?”
“Oh, you can be the queen.”
“Oh—no,—I don’t want to be queen,—I havent any rings
with

big diamonds in them, and if I can’t have any diam@hds I don’t
want

to play,” her pig-tails tossing as she flung up her tiny
little head.
“Huh,” grunted Jimmey desperately as he endeavored to solve
the unforeseen difficulty.

“Well, I’m not going to—”
“Oo-o, I have it,” his little blue eyes fairly popping out
of his

head.

“What are you so excited about,” inquired Angela.
“Well, I guess if I am king, I can get you a diamond, can’t
I,”

retorted Jimmey.

“A real diamond?” inquired the now ever so attentive little
Miss.

“If you won’t tell anybody,” confided Jimmey, “I'll sneak up the
back
stairs and borrow one of mother’s diamonds.”
“Will you tell anybody ?”
“I won’t tell a soul.”

“Cross your heart?’
mey went upon his errand.

The ceremony being duly performed Jim-
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Before Angela had had time fully to appreciate the rare treat
which she was to enjoy, Jimmey returned with the borrowed diamond
and in kingly fashion presented it to the queen. While they were
thus engrossed in their childish pleasures, they were suddenly accosted by a bevy of geese, which had escaped from the meadow and
sallied forth to enjoy the delicacies of the wonderful Van Zant flower
beds.

“Oh, Jimmey,” cried Angela in holy horror, frantically waving

her arms, at which juncture the borrowed diamond unconsciously

slipped from her finger. ‘There are the geese.”

And they hurriedly scampered to the place of safety only to be
awakened to the stern realization of the missing diamond. After the

geese had passed on and their momentary fright, caused by the unexpected enemy, had subsided, they scampered back to where they

had been playing, in search of the lost stone. But to their utter dismay, the ring was found with the stone missing. After such careful
deliberation as their childish mfinds could command they finally decided to bury the ring and not mention the loss to anyone, unconscious of the grave fault they were committing.
A few days later Mrs. Van Zant excitedly summoned Zita, de-

manding the whereabouts of the missing diamond.
“Oh, Mrs: Van Zant,” cried Zita in bewilderment, “T assure you

I do not know, I replaced all of the jewels the other day after you
had left.”
“Oh—you wicked girl—how can you deceive me thus after all
the many kindnesses which I have shown you?” screamed the now
thoroughly aroused Mrs. Van Zant. “If you do notreveal the hiding
place of this diamond, I shall feel compelled to call in the assistance
of the police.”
What was poor Zita to do, thoroughly overcome by fright that

she could not even summon up courage to defend herself, especially
with the doubtful past of a Parisian street singer, without friend or
money in a strange land?
Not being able to give a satisfactory explanation for the disappearance of the diamond, Zita was in the course of events convicted
for the theft of the jewel upon circumstantial evidence. No one being
there to defend her, she was, upon the recommendation of Mrs. Van

Zant, placed in a reformatory school.
Jimmey and Angela accustomed to the frequent changes made
upon the household staff, gave the dismissal of Zita nothing more
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than a passing thought, failing to correlate the idea of Zita’s dis-missal with that of the missing ring.
About a year later the ever-curious Jimmey Van Zant was closely
watching the cook of the household prepare the large gander which
had so often frightened him, for the morrow’s dinner.
“Gee, I’m glad you killed him,” cried Jimmey.

“Why,” questioned the cook laughingly.
“Oh, he used to frighten me to death.”

Anxiously he followed every move of the cook’s dissection of the
vicious gander and felt a new sense of security in the fact that his
enemy of the garden was no more.
“There it is—there it is—” screamed he at the height of his shrill
little voice as he quickly snatched something from the craw of the
gander and ran as fast as his little legs would carry him to his mothers apartments, with the cook fast following after, still clutching the
butcher knife.
“We have killed him, mother, killed him and found it, cried
Jimmey.
“Found what, dear?” questioned the astonished mother.
“The diamond, mother—the diamond ring,” and thus it was that
jimmey unconsciously told the true story of the diamond, for whose

loss another was innocently suffering behind prison bars.

Jimmey’s mother was soon speeding on her way to the reformatory, only to learn that Zita had passed away the night before. ‘The
matron said that Zita had simply pined away, and had seemingly died
of homesickness. But deep in her heart, Mrs. Van Zant knew the
true cause.

CARL E. MUELLER.
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Mountains of O1l

VERY few days we read in the daily papers of an increase

in the price of gasoline, or else of how much it is expected
to increase this summer. Occasionally we read that it is
but a matter of a few months until we will be compelled
to pay as much as the English people do at present. In addition we

are constantly being reminded of a shortage of crude oil and of gasoline with figures showing a much larger rate of consumption than
production, and, remembering the time we did without sugar in our

coffee, the majority of us are inclined to think that such is entirely
possible.

The output of petroleum has not yet begun to diminish but as

statistics show is still increasing; yet the downward trend of production from the present fields is plainly visible. Despite the fact
that the industry has never been so active as it is now and the output never so large yet the demand has not been entirely met. In spite

of the fact that production was rushed just as much during the entire
winter and spring and a large surplus stored still the demand maintained its lead.

Thousands

And it is increasing, it is more pressing every day.

of automobiles, trucks, tractors,

stationary

gas

engines, airplanes, and other: machines and eqiupment which use
gasoline or other oil products as fuel are turned out every day in increasing numbers. Again many of the host of larger vessels that we

are now building will be equipped with oil-burning furnaces. Yet no
great oil regions comparable with the mid-continent or California
fields are being discovered and as our oil geologists have pretty well

combed the accessible oil areas it is questionable whether any will
be In addition the unfavorable conditions that continually prevail
in Mexico, and now aggravated by the recent outbreak, cuts down

the oil production from the Mexican fields to a considerable extent.
In casting about for new sources, men are now turning to the oil
shales of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and Nevada. These were known
to exist years ago. Pioneers in the early days discovered that cer-

tain rocks upon which they built their campfires ignited and thus
observed that they contained oil. But little or no attention was paid
to this fact even up to a few years ago because of the seemingly in-
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~exhaustible pools of crude petroleum found elsewhere under great
areas. ‘When it was found, however, that the supplies were limited
and realized that when oil was once used it could not be replaced like
rubber or sugar by enlisting the aid of nature, these shales were examined more closely. As a result in the last few years it was discovered that we have almost unlimited stores of petroleum and byproducts stored up in the Colorado and other shales, which rise to
great heights in cliffs and mountains—literally mountains of oil.
The total petroleum reserve in the ground—and some of it lies
very deep—is estimated by the United States Government at about

seven billion barrels. Let us compare this with the oil shales. Asa
result of a partial investigation in 1915 the United States Geological

Survey reported that in Colorado alone there is sufficient shale in
beds of three feet or more thick capable of yielding twenty billion
barrels of crude oil, from which two billion barrels of gasoline may
be extracted. Moreover, one by-product will be about three hundred

million tons of ammonium sulphate, a compound especially valuable

as a fertilizer.

This by-product would be sufficient to enrich all the

farms of the Great West.
The state geologist of Colorado recently reported that in northwestern Colorado there are beds of commercially workable rock extending over 1500 square miles which average more than 20 feet in

thickness and will yield at least 36 gallons to the ton makinga total

of at least thirty-six billion barrels for the area. And thé government
is now investigating in Utah and states that the oil shales there are

probably as extensive as those in Colorado and are equally rich in
oil. Besides there are immense fields in Wyoming, Nevada, Calitornia, Montana, and other western states as well as in many eastern
states. We are just beginning to realize their extent.

This is all very cheering to those who thought we would be walking again in a few years. “But,” they say, “can this oil be profitably
extracted from the rock?”

For answer a brief reference to this indus-

try in Scotland is all that is necessary.

Scotch oil shales are much

inferior to the shales in western United States, still they have been

profitably mined in Scotland for years.

Scotch oil shales run only

about twenty-five gallons of oil to the ton; the shales in western
United States average from forty to fifty Saas to the ton. The
Scotch shales lie’ below the surface and must be mined by hand and
hoisted to the surface; most of the Rock Mountain shale lies from a
few feet to 2500 feet above the valley floors; with little if any overburden, and can be mined on an enormous scale by steam-shovels and
lowered by gravity to the reducing plants. Furthermore, the Scotch
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shales are in irregular beds, which thicken and thin out, and have
been thrown into geologic faults and folds that greatly increase the
cost of mining. The Rocky Mountain shale beds are constant and

‘uniform in thickness, lie in a horizontal position, are neither faulted
nor folded, and average perhaps a hundred per cent more oil.
To extract the oil the rock or shale is subjected to destructive

distillation.

During the distillation these shales give off an amount

of gas which is used as the fuel during the entire operation making
it continuous and reducing the cost of fuel to a negligible item. The
shales are heated in retorts; from these the gases are led into condensers in which the crude oil is deposited and then on into a cham-

ber in which the ammonia is collected.
A large number of by-products are obtained from the shale.
Among other things the Scotch shales yield gasoline, illuminating oil,
lubricating oil, gas oil, paraffin wax, coke, still grease, and ammonium
sulphate: Tests by experts show that the Colorado shales will yield
a higher percentage of gasoline and kerosene and an equal percen-

tage of illuminating and lubricating oils.

A number of scientists are

likewise interested in these shales and are daily discovering new byproducts, one of which is reported to be a high explosive. It is

claimed that there are over two hundred known by-products of these
oil shales among which are dyes, paint base, ichthyol, cresol, naphtha,
benzine, rubber substitute, talcum powder, commercial perfumes,
axle grease, and illuminating gas in addition to those already men
tioned.
However, all of these statements, even though they are facts,
must be taken with a grain of salt. Despite the fact that approximately one hundred companies have been organized to work these

shales and perhaps a dozen small plants are in operation, still this
work is only in its experimental stage and the plants in operation
are but experimental undertakings. Of the processes being worked

out in laboratories now, probably only three or four will prove successful commercially.

Shale oil is not a gamble, it is not a small prospector’s game, but
it is a big man’s game.

It is a big manufacturing proposition, in-

volving plentiful supply of raw materials, plant operations on a large
scale, and marketing problems. In other words it will require an
investment of millions to get back a reasonable return and a sure one.

Therefore the experimental preliminaries will have to be carefully
worked out, the technical problems solved, and our capitalists con-

vinced of the practicability of the shale-oil business before shalz-oii
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production will commence. In all probability this will not occur in
the very near future.
Nevertheless this country, our country, is blessed by a generous
Providence for we are assured of an inexhaustible supply of sis
liquid gold, sufficient to take care of all future needs. We must not
think, however, that all that is necessary is to wave a magic wand
Lefore the Colorado cliffs in order to secure this much used fluid. We
nfust not forget that it is difficult to extract and still more difficul: te
break up into commercial fractions. And, finally, we must not be too
confident, for an incipient boom in oil-shale properties is one calculated
not only to lead to considerable direct loss, but equally, through undermining of public confidence, to seriously delay the progress of
the industry.

WILLIAM J. BOESCH.
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“How slow the time seems to pass!”

Who didn’t

say this or something to this effect or if he didn't
opine this in so many words, who didn’t have this

thought uppermost in his mind as his sojourn at St. Mary slowly
drew to a close? Not a soul of us, for vacation beckons to us with
a glad hand to enjoy that period of amusement and mental relaxation, that time when cares and troubles vanish, that time when ex-

aminations and tests are not continually cropping out at the most inopportune times to harass us.
No, I am wrong. There are some who are not of this opinion.
The future presents an entirely different aspect to the graduate, espe-

cially to the college graduate. The years he spent at St. Mary as he

now reviews them seen to have been so many months; and every one
of them filled with happy memories and pleasant reminiscences. But

now he must face the world. No longer will he have some one to
point out the way, to remove the obstacles and entanglements on his
journey of life. He must make his own way, break his own path,
and though he feels every confidence in himself for his ultimate success, though he thrusts out his jaw and snaps back his shoulders,

still there remains in his mind one thought that takes precedence
over all others:

“Will I be able to make good; will the labor of all

these years bring forth for me the fruit of success?”
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But whether we are among the latter for whom the time is so

short, or among the former to whom it seems time languishes with

leaden wings, we all regret that we must leave:

how well spent were our days at St. Mary.

We only realize now

And whether or not we

will return the following year it is during those last few days that

we forget all the trials and difficulties of the previous year and think

of the happy memories and reminiscences of the days spent there.

Wie de

The Proper
Intervention

Now that Uncle Sam has withdrawn from the po-

litical arena of Europe we may expect he will pursue some definite course of action in regard to
Mexico. With our unfortunate neighboring republic in the throes
of many revolutions and the lives of our citizens endangered, we find
public opinion divided as to whether our government should intervene
and attempt to restore orderin the long war-stricken country. Should

Uncle Sam closehis “watchful-waiting” policy and send an army into

Mexico to annihilate the numerous bandit armies that are running the
nation and establish a capable government such as the country had

for the thirty years previous to 1911?

Although its adherents might hope for much good to result from

such a cause of action it is very probable that neither country would

profit to a great extent and it is certain that both countries would
suffer heavy losses. ‘To say the least the end would not justify the

means. The declaration of war would mean the severance of all com-

mercial relations between the two nations, which in itself would be
a great financial loss. It would be a financial loss because at the
present time American merchants are endeavoring to build up a trade
with rich but undeveloped Mexico as they obviously should, due to

proximity, ease of delivery and high-class products.

Although prog-

ress is comparatively slow, owing to the Mexican distrust of Ameri-

cans, we are steadily progressing and offer competition to our Euro-

pean rivals.

But a declaration of war, an intervention in Mexican

affairs by Americans, would be a complete ruination of our present
established business. The tender advances so tediously started would
be crushed at the first outbreak of hostilities.

The gap created in

1846 and not yet completely forgotten by the Mexicans would be so

widened. that the present generation would never see it bridged. It
is true we would soon resume diplomatic negotiations but there would

never be a co-operation of merchants anda real spirit of friendship
between the two peoples, which is an essential to successful and
mutually profitable commerce.
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Again, many of us do not realize the gravity of a war with Mexico,
We expect an easy victory after a short war culminating in a victorious march to the capital. However, if we accept the statements from
men who have closely followed the various developments of rela-

tions between the two countries we must expect a long and costly
war. Yes, we would undoubtedly win if we persisted until victory
was ours. We would enter the war, if it could properly be called

such, which after a long bloody strife would give us victory—a hollow
victory.

‘There could be no fruits.

A nation so hated as we would

then be, could not establish a successful government and wé would
have failed in our mission. We would have marched from Texas to
Central America and the nation would be humiliated, their citizens
and our citizens slain, all to no good. We could not possibly have
won a commercial empire as Germany had hoped to do but on the
contrary we would have destroyed an extremely promising one and
American merchants could wring their hands while Mexican hatred

gave Europe a treasure.
No, a war with Mexico could not be a moral or financial gain for

either country but rather a fruitless victory for one and a humiliating
defeat for the other.
Still there are honorable citizens in our country who are not satisfied with the conditions in our neighboring republic and who believe

that Uncle Sam should help to readjust matters.
should, but not in a military manner.

Undoubtedly he

Rather let our nation heed the

advice on Hon. David Starr Jordan, “Let the only intervention be
that of making friends.” Such an intervention would be fruitful to
both countries and moreover it would be in perfect harmony with

the basic principles of our government. Let us make our commercial
relations so strong that no European interloper can snatch away from
us the commerce that should be ours. Mexico with her untouched
fountains of wealth affords a fertile field for our capitalists who could
finance the industries for the good of both nations. We will thus

prove our good intentions, gain the confidence of the Mexican people,
and by so doing we will in a profitable manner help Mexico to help
herself.

Bhs
“Mental Rest—

Science, common observation, even self-experience,

Mental Rust”

teaches us that power is gained only by exertion.
Physical dormancy necessarily involves physical

degeneration, and physical strength is built only by physical exer-

cise. These laws are also true when we consider the case of mental
development. As we now enter upon the threshold of what is termed
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the students’ summer vacation let us bear this important fact in mind.
Let our summer vacation mean not a lapse into the realm of mere
physical exertion. Rather let it be simply a deviation from the regular routine of college life, but not from the life of the student. Books
should be our constant and cherished companions, not a necessary
and unavoidable association. ‘Mental rest is often mental rust” as
truly as physical idleness is physical declination. Pure mental rest

does not consist in an inactive mind but in a brain reinvigorated with

a variety and an occasional change of nourishment. Let our vacation
then be’ only a digression into new channels of both mental and’phy-

sical endeavor. By pursuing this course we will keep our mental
machinery well oiled and free from the corrosion of mental sloth. As

a consequence we will return to college in the fall with a brain freshened and thirsting for another plunge into the sparkling depths: of

the pool of knowledge.

ALS.
Exchanges

The following is a list of exchanges that the Expo-

nent received: “The Abbey Student,” “The Acade-.
mia,” “The Alvernia,” “The Anselmian,” “The Bay Leaf,” “The Cani-

sius Monthly,” “The Collegian,” “Defiance Collegian,” “The Dial,”
“The Duquesne Monthly,” “The D’Youville Magazine,” “The Young
Eagle,” “The Gonzaga,” “The Green and White,” “The Niagara Index,” “The Labarum,” “The Loyola Magazine,” “The Laurel,” “The
Martian,” “The Micrometer,” “The DePaul Minerval,” “The N. C. R.
News,” “The Nazarene,” “The Northern Review,” “The Pacific Star,”
“The Patrician,” “The Picayune,” “The Echoes of the Pines,” “The

Prospector,” “The Purple and Gray,” “The Scholastica,” “The Solanian,” “The Spectator,” “The Spokesman,” “The Morning Star,” “The

Stylus,” “St. Angela’s Echo,” “St. John’s Record,” “St. Joseph Lilies,”
“St. Mary’s Chimes,” “St. Mary’s Messenger,” “St. Vincent Journal,”
“The Rose Technic,” “The Wesleyan Transcript,” and “The Viatorian.”

EXPONENT EDITORIAL STAFF

Rear Row: Farren, Finan, Mueller, Stuhlmueller, McInerhney.
Front Row: Abel, Curtis, Boesch, Kitsteiner, Malloy.

VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM

Center:

Rear: Geppert, Mayl, Holscher

Martin (coach), Summers, Schmitter, Sander, Shomaker, Lienesch,
(manager).
Front: Emrick, Healy, Sacksteder (capt.), Matusoff, Donovan.
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oseph G. Deddens

Edward G. Heile

LAYMEN’S RETREAT
The second retreat for Laymen to be held at St. Mary
College will take place from June 23 to 27. The exercises of
the retreat will be conducted by the Rev. Lawrence A. Yeske,
S.M. This is a splendid opportunity for the Old Boys to
come back to Alma Mater and renew themselves spiritually
and to visit the old school where they spent many pleasant
hours. Indications are that there will be a large number of
retreatants. We hope to see a good representation of the
Old Boys amongst the number.©

We have before us a very interesting letter of our
chemical engineering graduate of ’15. Here is his
history since we heard from him last in 1918. He
has been in the employ of the Atlas Powder Company continuously
since that time. For two months he was at one of the company’s
plants near Tamaqua, Pa., whence he was transferred for a six

Leon E.
Anderson, °15

months’ stay at Perryville, Md. At present he is at Houghton, Mich.

Here he is the direct supervisor of all acid operations and is respons-

ible for the efficiency of the same.

‘The works of the laboratory are

Also under his control. Leon says Houghton is a “nice little town.”
We surely are glad to learn of your success, Leon, and we will be
expecting that visit in the fall.

After severing relations with his government work
Arthur C.
Zimmerman, ’16 at McCook’s Field, Art has landed a new job here

in Dayton, with the Dayton Industrial Service Co.,

Consulting and Testing Engineers.
tories for this new Dayton firm.

Art has charge of the labora-
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The General
Chapter

Beginning July 27, the next General Chapter of the
Society of Mary will be held at the General Administration of the Society in Nivilles, Belgium.
The chapteris held every five years but owing to war conditions the
one of 1915 had to be omitted. Among the delegates for the Cincinnati and St. Louis Province to the chapter, is a number of names
that will be very familiar to many of the Old Boys. The delegates

from the Cincinnati Province are:

Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilley, S. M.,

provincial; Bro. George N. Sauer, - M., inspector; Rev. George
Meyer, S. M.; Bro. George Deck, S. M.; Bis, William Wohlleben,
S. M., and Rev. Lawrence Yeske, S. A The St. Louis Province delegates are: Rev. Louis A. Tragesser,
S. M., provincial; Bro. John A.

Waldron, S. M., inspector; Bro. Albert Haters S. M.; Rev. James
Canning, S. M.; Bro. Gerald Mueller, S. M., and i Joseph C.

i, SM,

Ordinations

Three of St. Mary’s Alumni were ordained at the
Cincinnati. cathedral by the Most Rev. Archbishop
Moeller, May 29. They are Robert Sherry of Holy Rosary parish,
Dayton, Frank Smith, Holy Angels, Dayton, and Joseph Dick of
Kenton. Another former student of the college that will be ordained

at the Josephinum College, Columbus, by Bishop Hartley; is Joseph

Keber of Holy Trinity parish, Dayton. An account of the first mass
of these newly ordained will be given in the July number of the

Exponent.

.

Albert J.
Menninger, ’13_

Sunday, May 9, Al came up from Cincinnati, accompanied by. his fiancee, to pay a visit to Alma
Mater. He was quite pleased to see the new improvements at the college and to meet his old teachers. He is connected with the John J. Menninger & Sons, Wholesale Fruit Dealers.

Al met his prefect, Bro. Fred Paff, and to express his appreciation for

the kind of work done at St. Mary’s he gave Bro. Fred a fifty-dollat

check for his club room.

During the war he served nine months in

France. Two of his brothers, Edward and Lawrence are members
of the S. M. Alumni. Our sincerest thanks, Al.
Ralph Busch,’17 The wedding bells will ring for Ralph Busch and
Miss Wilma Makley this fall. Ralph is working

with the Dodge Bros. in Detroit.

Presently he is following one of

the training courses given by this firm.
wealth St., Detroit.

He lives at 342 Common-
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Wm. §. Ott,’14

William Spencer Ott met one of the St. Maryboys’

John E.

John was out to see the game with Cincinnati Uni-

at a Ki. C. initiation in Cleveland. He sent us a
g Co.
subscription and his card. He is with the O. L. Garage Buildin
Bill
Avenue.
y
on East 105th St., and his residence is 11116 Ashbur
wishes
Ott,
John
tell your brother Johnny that his namesake, Father
to be remembered to him.

Ledger, ’16

yersity on the 15th and he met his former teacher,
Bro. Willam Haebe. John is holding the respons-

Co.
ible position of chief bookkeeper for the Coffield Motor Washer

Walton
of Dayton. Besides this he is following the course of the
to you,
luck
More
C.
of
K.
the
by
ed
School of Commerce conduct
John.

Eulogius

Eulogius gave us a call to inform his‘ friends at S.

M. C. that he has a new position. He left the early
part of May for Williamson, W. Va., to take charge
Beof the electrical service work of the power station at that place.
Power
Valley
Miami
fore his departure for the East he was with the
Va.
Company of Sidney, Ohio. Good luck to you, Eulogius, out in W.

Lause, 718

Victor
Emmanuel, 15

Vic is his father’s right-hand man just now. He is
constantly on the road supervising the nineteen

power plants of the Albert Emmanuel Color Na

A cartoon appeared in the Cincinnati Post May 1,
showing “Ott” examining chemical solutions in his
laboratory. You remember he is the Queen City’s city chemist. Some
on
of the articles examined were “poisoned chocolates,” pills found

Otto Behrer,’17

ine”
dope fiends, home brews that contained the real kick and “moonsh

the
seized in police raids. “Ott” says the only thing wrong about
to
him
given
was
bottle
one
only
dope with the real kick was that
examine.

Rev F. Joseph
Kelly, 90

From St. Charles College, Cantonsyville, Md., comes
a letter to Father Tetzlaff starting, “Just a line
from an old St. Mary’s boy in the East.” Father

Kelly asks that we do not forget about his Theodicy medal.

Father

Kelly was a faculty member of the Catholic University at Washing-

ton last year, but at present he is one of the professors at St. Charles
College near Baltimore.
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Obituaries

We wish to recommend to the prayers of the Exponent readers the departed father of John Retter, 2

student of the first year high.
dale, Dayton.

Mr. Retter died at his home in River-

Our sincerest sympathy to the bereaved family.

We also. wish to request the prayers of our readers for the sister

of Roy Romes of Covington, Ky.

oO

The Fifth Japanese Scholarship
La
On hand

$045.91

Recent Contributions
Paulina Duventester, $2.00; Anna Resch, $2.00; Margaret
Kohnen,
$1.00; Martin Butzen, $1.00; Helen Butzen, $1.00; Otto Kalvelage
, $1.00;

Josephine Sohm, $1.00; Aloysius Resch, 25c; Catherine Lauer, 25c;
Anna
Mandik, 50c; Mission Bank, per Mrs. Assel. $4.69; Herman Brunner,
$1.00; Jenaro Noriega, $1.00; Robert Wihler, $1.00; Fred Grogan,
$1.00;
Lloyd Webber, $1.00; St. Thomas Mission Section. West Philadelphia
Catholic High School for Boys, $10.00
aero each du hand bined) FON

ely

i hc

ee Seon $676.60

CATHOLIC STUDENTS’ MISSION CRUSADE
The growth of the Catholic Students’ Mission Crusade recently has
been

very satisfactory to its leaders.

Three thousand new members have been

affliated with the movement within the past three months. That
these stuadents are really in earnest in missionary matters is evidenced by the activities

reported through the various units. During the quarter ending
March 1 the
members of the Crusade contributed more than $13,000 for
missions and in
the same period offered nearly 500,000 prayers and good
works for the same

cause.

It
does it
unit is
collect

must be borne in mind that the Crusade is not a collecting
agency, nor
work for any particular missionary enterprise within the Church.
Each
free to select its own beneficiaries and to proceed in its own
way to
any funds it may raise.
It is not even necessary that a society of

Catholic students be wholly missionary in purpose in order to have
it affiliated.
A sodality or literary society or Catholic Students’ Club can become
a unit

of the Crusade and any missionary or philanthropic work
iti which it may
engage would be considered as Crusade activity.
The Second National Convention of the Crusade is to be held
at the
Catholic University, Washington, D. C.. August 6, 7, and 8,
and promises to
be an event of the greatest importance in Catholic student
circles.
Infor-

mation concerning the convention or the Crusade may be obtained
from Mr.

Floyd Keeler, Field Secretary, Apostolic Mission House,
Brookland Station,
Washington, D. C.
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College Noses
HIGHEST HONORS FOR MAY
Collegiate Department
Senior Chemical Engineering—William Boesch, 94; Carroll Hochwalt, 90.

Senior Electrical Engineering—Matthew Cahill, 88; Howard Hetzel, 88.
Junior Chemical—Henry Stang, 89; John Halpin, 86; Edward Horan, 86.
Junior Electrical—Walter Curtis, 92; Andrew Kuntz, 89.

Sophomore Engineering—Rene Cros, 98; Ralph Pauly, 98; Frank Elardo, 98;
Edward Finan, 97.
Sophomore Pre-Medics—-Harold Kemper, 81; Lyman Kauffman, 80.
Sophomore Arts—Herbert Abel, 97; Ray Kitsteiner, 97.

Freshman Engineering-A—Alvin Rabe, 97; Elmer Steger, 96; Herbert Hannegan, 95; Edward Winterhalter, 94; Clarence Paulus, 94.
—John Shomaker, 96; Alfred Poliquin, 95; Carl
Freshman Engineering-B
Theuring, 93; Vernon Roden, 93.
Freshman Arts—Myles Knechtges, 91; Anthony McCarthy, 85.
Freshman Pre-Medics—Gulden Mackmull, 92; William Slagle, 90.
High School Department
Fourth High-A—Lewis Sherer, 98; Joseph Schwind, 97; Daniel McCarthy, 97;
William Fiel, 95; Joseph Maloney, 95; Walter Kinzig, 95.
Fourth High-B—George Donovan, 97; Benjamin Seidenstick, 97; Cyril Scharf,
97; Edward Heile, 95; Joseph Deddens, 95; Leonard Niesen, 95.
Third High-A—Joseph Higgins, 95; Albert Freiberg, 94; Raymond Scheckelhoff, 93; Robert Wintermeyer, 92.
Third High-B—Ernest Lamoureux, 95; Joseph Koehler, 94; Lionel Bradmiller, 93; Robert Konwinski, 93.
Third High-C—Vernard Bremer, 96; Carl Ramus, 95; John Russell, 92; Casimir Petkewicz, 91.
x

Second High-A—Vincent, Koepnick, 99; George Krug, 07: Harry Heider, 96;
Fred Meade, 96.
Second High-B—R. Bettinger, 97; J. Dowd, 97: W. Brunsman, 95; C. Kohl,

95: R. Schroll, 95; E. Van Leunen, 95.
Second High-C—Martin Murphy, 98; Edward Keefe, 97; Omer Burdick, 93;

Alvin Tapke, 93.
First High-A—Herman Brunner, 96;
Charles Schmidt, 94; Willaim
First High-B—John Price, 97; Robert
win Doerfler, 93.
First High-C—Robert Adelberg, 99;

:
;
Harry Breen, 96; Joseph Unger, 95;
Kavanaugh, 93.
Renner, 94; Louis Stuhldreher, 93; Ed-

Jerome Gibson, 99: Thomas Kirk, 98;

Bernard Westendorf, 97; Robert Brown, 97.

First High-D—Joseph Scott, 96; John Waluizsis, 93; Norbert Stechschulte,
93; Paul Kessler, 91.
First High-E—Louis Schulze, 96; Ralph Sherer,
Harold Ims, 93; Louis Mahlmeister, 93.

96:

Daniel

Poliquin,

93;
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Business Department
Second Business—Max Brunner, 92: Louis Mason, 91.
First Business—Alex Millmon, 97: Francis O’Meara, 94: Walter Lander,
James O’Meara, 92; John Cogan, 92.

Elementary Department
Eighth Grade—Cletus Corbett, 95; Victor Dorsten. 95: Joseph Keller,
Andrew Stubbers, 93.
Seventh Grade—William Keller, 95; Howard Crush, 95: Clifford Magly,
Sixth

Robert Dinkel, 90; William Kehm, 90.
Grade—Maurice Costello, 92: John Grote, 90;

Orlando Scarpelli,

Joseph Van Leunen, 88.
Fifth Grade—Dickson Burrows, 90; William Carcia, 88: Benno Ruge, 88.

CoS. M.A.

The final meeting of the Catholic Students’ Mission Cru-

sade for the year was held on May 21. Much enthusiasm
was manifested throughout the meeting. Rev. F. J. Kunnecke,
S. M., the Mod"
erator, gave a very interesting lecture, emphasizing the spread of
the Crusade
among the students of the College. Mr. R. J. Kitsteiner was
elected treasurer.

to fill the vacancy created by the resignation of Mr. Paul F. O’Brien.
Kitsteiner

has also

been

appointed to represent St.

Mary College at

Mr.
the

Second National Crusade Conference to be held at the Catholic University
,
Washington, D. C., on August 6, 7, and 8.
A. W. HEMMERT.
First Division

Sodality

This branch began the month of May by making a novena

in honor of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

All the members

pledged themselves to receive Holy Communion three
times and to recite the Litany daily during the novena.
On May 20, the final meeting was held in the Alumni Room. It took
the
form of a farewell banquet. This was quite appropriate since two-thirds
of
the members are among the graduates. A simple but tasty menu
was served
on tables decked with bouquets and floral sprays. The students’
orchestra
enlivened the occasion with good music.

Rev. Alphonse Schumacher, '13, Mr. J. Lynch, and the Rev. President

were guests of honor.
Father Schumacher spoke very forcibly of the lack
of moral courage among young men of today. Mr. Lynch spoke
out of the
abundance of his own valuable and interesting experiences
of many years.

He pointed out the difficulties Catholic young men meet with in the exercise
of their religion, and impressed upon all the value of faith. Timely
addresses
were also made by Rey. Joseph Tetzlaff, S. M., Rev. George Renneker,
S. M..
and Bro. Thomas Price S. M. Mr. Scharf, the president and toastmaste
r,
gave a retrospect of the good work done in the different sections of the
sodal-

ity.

Interesting talks were also made by sodalists L. Niesen and V. Maloney.

A vote of thanks is due to the speakers, to the committee in charge,
con-

sisting of R. Busch, E. Heile; Wm. Frischkorn and E. Kirschten, to the waiters
under the direction of Wm. Pickett, to the orchestra under the direction
of
Bro.

Louis Vogt,

success.

S.

M.,

and to all who contributed to make the affair a

JOSEPH DEDDENS.
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Third Division
Sodality

The Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary of the Third
Division boarding students held their last meeting Wednesday, May 19.

The Rev. Moderator congratulated the

out the year, and
Sodalists for the excellent spirit they manifested through
numbers twenty-four
the works of zeal they accomplished. The Sodality
Sodalists
members; of this number eighteen joined the Eucharistic Section.

to Holy Communion at
belonging to this section pledged themselves to go
year for fidelity to this
the
for
93%
averaged
least four times a week; they
Reading Section and averSpiritual
the
joined
members
Fourteen
pledge.

aged 95% for the year.

Nine members belonged to the Mission Section; all

five donated $2.00 each
subscribed to the Maryknoll Junior Magazine, and
to the foreign missions.

ROBERT OBERLANDER.

St. John
Berchman’s
Acolyte Society

The annual banquet of the S. M. C. Acolyte Society was
held on Tuesday, May 18. Owing to the large membership of the organization the First and Third Division Club

Rooms were requisitioned during the early part of the
matches and contests, both preliminary and interdifferent
proceedings for the

division.

curThe evening passed so rapidly that many of these had to be

which was served toward
tailed, in order to give ample time for the lunch,
W. Hemmert,
Between the orchestra numbers, the toastmaster, A.
9 p. m.

invited various members to give speeches and remarks.

All of those called

being, Adolph Stuhlupon, responded splendidly—the speaker of the occasion
Society.
mueller, president of the

and Ralph
Leonard Niesen, George Donovan, Ralph Pauly, Walter Curtis

ter were especially
Killoran all spoke. The running comments of the toastmas
The announcement of the prize winners and an
happy and appropriate.
closed the festivities.
address by the Moderator, Bro. J. A. Elbert, S. M.,
Prefects, Bro. Thomas
Special tributes of thanks were tendered to the
club rooms. To varitheir
of
use
the
for
Seebald and Bro. Thomas Guehl,
affair was made to
whole
the
efforts
untiring
whose
through
ees
committ
ous

credit. Approceed with extraordinary smoothness and dispatch is due much
Bro. Charles
of
interest
active
the
for
d
expresse
likewise
was
n
preciatio

ents, and for the
Kneble, Steward of the College, in providing the refreshm

varied program of the Students’ Orchestra.

College

The

College

Club

Dance, held at the Dayton Country

Club, Friday evening, May 7, offered Dayton’s younger
set one of the prettiest dancing parties of the spring seaMary’s are to be warmly congratulated on the superb
St.
of
The boys

Club Dance
son.

entertainment they provided for their guests.

The club was tastily decorated

college spirit
with the college colors and throughout the entire evening the
;
of sociability was paramount.
capable
The program unfolded delightful surprises that bespoke very
Waltz” wherecommittee work; one of the particular features being a “Senior
in this year’s degree men had sole claim to the floor.

O’Neil’s orchestra of

pleasing. ArSpringfield, specially engaged for the evening was particularly
Happensack,
C.
Malloy,
V.
Kessler,
H.
E.
of
rangements were in the hands

.
J. Halpin, O. Pecord, A. Buerger, TT. Hook, and A. W. Hemmert

R. J. KETSTEANER,
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Engineering Notes

The annual picnic of the Engineering Society was held
on Wednesday, May 19, at Kilkare Park. Through the
clever planning of the arrangement committee, a delicate
menu was served.
The day was well apportioned with various sports, the
main feature being the
baseball games between Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors
in which the Juniors won. All reported avowing that they had an excellen
t time. The invited
guests who made their appearance on the picnic grounds
and helped the Engi-

neers make the affair a success were: Doctor Rappel,
Bro. Maier, Bro. Hartwich, and Mr. Carl Deckwitz. In the next issue
of the Exponent results of
the election of officers for the year 1920-21 will
be announced.

EB. He RESSLER.

“Would-be”

The “Would-be” Art Bachelors’ of 1922-’23 held their an-

Art Bachelors’
Convention

nual convention on Thursday, May 20.
Beating a hasty
retreat from their much beloved Latin and Greek,
under
their two trusted pilots, Billy Kramer and Doc Mueller,
they arrived after varying fortunes at the Queen City,
on the road to Old
Kaintuck in search of—happiness. After an appetizi
ng luncheon at the Gibson, our “Dearest Judge” was the recipient of a billet-do
ux from one of his
many fair friends in Cincy. Judge, however, declined
the invitation. After
such various delays, the party motored out to the diamond
to witness Reuther’s
famous pill-tossing. Later, a tour was made through
the most delightful portions of the city, including also the adjacent towns,
Dayton, Kentucky, Covington and Newport, without discovering, however,
the much cherished—
happiness.
Returning to Cincinnati, a sumptuous dinner was
served in the

grill, Hotel Gibson.

Next year’s convention will be held in New York City.
CARL E. MUELLER.

The K. of C.
Banquet

On Monday evening, May 24, 1920, the Knights of Colum-

bus of St. Mary College held their second annual
banquet.
Thirty-five members were in attendance.
A four-course
dinner was served at eight-thirty. A select orchestr
a from the first division

under the direction of Bro. William Frischkorn furnished
the music. A. W.
(Judge) Hemmert was toastmaster for the occasion, and
the speaker of honor
was Bro. Rev. Michael Garcia.
Impromptu speeches were made by Brothers Emil
Kessler, Thos. Hook,

Vincent
business
Club at
Brother

Molloy, Oliver Pecord and Theodore Lienesch. After the
banguet a
meeting was held and steps were taken to organize a K. of C.
Social
the College. Officers were elected for the scholastic
year 1920-’21,
Theodore Lienesch was elected to the office of Presiden
t, Brother

Robert Payne, Vice-President, Brother Thomas Hook,
Secretary, and Brother
Robert Von Koenel, Treasurer. On account of
his tireless efforts and un-

ceasing work on behalf of St. Mary Knights and future
Knights, Brother

A. W. Hemmert was unanimously elected to the office
of Perpetual Honorary
President of the new club. *Father Garcia was unanimo
usly chosen as Honor-

ary Chaplain.

The remainder of the evening was devoted to amuseme
nts in

which all participated.

Oats FECORD:
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Senior Athletic
Association
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Thursday evening, May 27, the Senior Athletic Association held its annual banquet in the First Division Club

Room. About seventy-five members were present. President Emil Kessler acted as chairman introducing the offcers for the next year, President, Mark Thompson; Vice-President, Thomas
Hook; Secretary, Joseph Holscher; and Business Manager, John Halpin.
Coach Harry Solimano of the Basketball and Football teams, and Coach Harry
Martin of the Baseball team made impromptu speeches encouraging the
athletes to further effort and thanking them for their past co-operation. The
outgoing officers, Emil Kessler, President; Russell Summers, Vice-President;
Anthony Hemmert, Secretary, and Matthew Cahill, Business Manager, made
speeches thanking the members for their splendid co-operation in the past
year. A select orchestra under the direction of William Frischkorn furnished

Banquet

:
QO: PECORD:

the music.

Music Notes

The following concert was given by the St. Mary College

and Student Orchestra at St.

Elizabeth’s

Hospital on

May 16:

PART I

Star-Spangled Banner; March, “Wagner” (Introducing Pilgrim Chorus
from Lohengrin), Troutman; Overture, “Inspiration,” Hayes; Violin Solo,
Old English Dance, “In Elizabethan Days,” Kramer, Mr. Walter Curtis;

Reverie, “AppleBlossoms,” Roberts; Tenor Solo, “Prologue from Pagliacci,”
Leoncavallo; Tenor Solo, “Rose of Piccardy,’ Hayden Wood, Mr. R. G.
Deger and Miss Deger at the piano; “Spring Song,” Mendelssohn; “The Perfect Melody,” O’Hara; March, “Hostrauser,” Paris-Chambers.

PART II
One Step, “Floating Down to Cotton Town,” Keickman; Trio, “The
Friend’s Good Night,” Round, Clarinet—Harold Melia, Cornet—Walter Hoff-

man, Trombone—Cyril Scharf; Fox Trot, “When My Baby Smiles at Me,”
Munro; Waltz, “Roses of Memory,’ Hamblen; Trombone Solo, “Lassus Trombone,” Fillmore; Fox Trot, “Patches,” Hoberts-Callahan; March, “Finnigen’s
Irish Band,” Morse; America.
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Athletic Notes
[m)

Walter S. V. Curtis

Ernest C. Kirschten

VARSITY ATHLETICS
On the

Cinder Path

As we go to press the results of steady training are be-

ginning to show themselves on the track and in the field

Coach Gibson expects to pick the team in a week’s time.
and these men will then try their mettle against the Otterbein representatives

here on May 29.

A meeting of all candidates for the team was held on May

16, at which it was decided to change the number of required points for a
monogram owing to there being but one meet this year.
Watch for a detailed account of the meet in the next issue, as well as a
list of the team members and monogram winners.

On the Diamond

It has become apparent to all that Coach Martin’s work
together with enthusiastic co-operation of the men on the
the team is showing itself in a most qualifying manner. The Red and Blue
opened the season with three straight victories and held the strong Cincinnati U. aggregation to a 6-3 score. The outstanding feature of all games
played so far was the heavy hitting of the Saints. The following averages
(exclusive of the Georgetown game) speak for themselves:
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Farley
Mayl
Donovan
Team

PITCHERS’ RECORD
Lee:
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Emrick
Hetzel

What Others Say
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According to the Cincinnati Post, Coach Chambers says

the Saints are the best team U. C. has played this year

for some
and that in Farley they have the best college infielder he has lamped
C.—S. M. C:
time. Farley is 17. It might be mentioned that previous to the U.
Marshall Colgame the Queen City lads trimmed Denison, 18-1; Miami, 4-0;
lege, Ohio University and Kentucky State.
The St. Mary Varsity nine had little trouble defeating St.
Xaviers on the latter’s diamond, the final score being 8

St. Mary—8
St. Xavier—5

to 5.

The visitors got away in the lead and were never

four times
headed, although the locals threw a scare into them by counting
in the ninth.

game until the
Emrick started the game for the Saints and hurled a fine

final round when. he weakened and Hetzel had to be called to the rescue.
him in
Sebastian was on the mound for the locals and his wildness kept

uncorked two
trouble most of the time. He walked four men, hit three and
wild pitches.
the former
Geppert and Shomaker were the leading swatters of the day,
brace of doubles.
_ getting a triple and a single while the latter pounded out a

Two fast double plays helped the St. Mary lads in tight places.
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St. Xavier—5

St. Mary—8
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0
1
Z
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St. Mary
4
0
0
0
1
0
St. Xavier
Errors—Farley, Matusoff, Emrick, McDevitt, Spaeth, Monahan, Green,

Monahan. Two-Base
J. Hart. Stolen Bases—Sacksteder, Gallagher, Kerus,
Struck out—
hits—Sacksteder, Shomaker 2, Lander. Three-base hit—Geppeft.

2; Sebasby Emrick, 2; by Hetzel, 2; by Sebastian, 7. Base on balls—Emrick,
to Geppert.
Matusoff
to
Emrick
Geppert:
to
plays—Matusoff
Double
4.
tian,
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Hits—Emrick, 6 in 8 innings (none out in ninth); Hetzel, 0 in
1; Sebastian,

10 in 9. Hit by Pitcher—Emrick, 1; Lebastian, 3. Wild pitch—Emrick;
Lebastian, 2. Passed ball—J. Hart. Umpire—Brower.
St. Mary—3
U. of C.—6

Inability to hit in the pinches brought about the defeat of
St. Mary Varsity at the hands of the Cincinnati University
nine on the South Park grounds. It was only after a
sturdy battle, however, that the visitors were able to leave sporting the long
end of a 6 to 3 count.
Time after time the locals had men waiting patiently on the sacks for the
bingle that would bring them home, but in most cases they were left there

when the batsman either struck out or popped up an easy one.

The Saints had counted strongly on winning the fray and were
alittle
downhearted after it. However, they should not feel ashamed of the
show-

ing they made against the Cincinnati lads, as the bearcats are touted to win
the Ohio conference championship this year and the Saints gave them about

as much opposition as they have encountered so far this season.
Hetzel started the game on the mound for the locals and after
getting
away to a rather shaky start seemed to settle down until the fifth inning,
when

a cluster of bingles caused him to retire in favor of Emrick, who finished the

game. Petzhold did most of the flinging for the visitors, but when
he walked
the first two men to face him in the eighth he was yanked in favor
of Seltz,
who applied the brakes quickly.
The Saints began the scoring with one gone in the first
hit cleanly to left for two sacks and counted when Sacksteder
ter. In the seventh they got their last two markers. Donovan
a single to right. He took second on a balk and went to third

single down the third base line.

frame. Farley
singled to censtarted it with
on Shomaker’s

Geppert then rode one to deep center for

three sacks that scored Donovan and Shomaker.

. Cincinnati got their first tally in the second inning.

Brockman and Ed-

monston both walked, and after Petzhold had fanned, McFarlan
d forced Edmonston at second, Brockman taking third, from where he counted
when

Fessenden singled to right.

Coons popped to Matusoff.

The fifth inning was a big one for the bearcats.
when Matusoff juggled his grounderalittle too long.

Fessenden got a life
Coons, Wentzel and

McDermid each singled to left, the latter’s hit counting Fessenden and
Coons.
Hetzel was then replaced by Emrick, who proceeded to walk Sharpe,
again
loading the bases. Brockman hit one to center that took a bad hop and
got
away from Shomaker and went for a triple. The hit scored Wentzel
and
McDermid, but Sharpe was called out for cutting third.

_ and Brockman was out trying to steal home.
They added their final marker in the eighth.

Edmonston fanned

Brockman singled past Mayl.

Petzhold was safe on Mayl’s error, but was forced at second by
McFarland,

Brockman taking third, from where he scored on a single to center
by Fes-

senden.
“Irish” Fa®ley had a field day. He poled out a double and
two singles
out of five trips to the plate, stole a base and accepted nine chances
in the
field without a slip. Some of his plays in the short field were
of the sensa-
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Geppert was also on the job with the stick, getting two triples.

Wentzel behind the bat showed the best for the visitors, although Brockman
connected for a triple and two singles in four times up.
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St. Mary—3

Cincinnati

St. Mary

Errors—Matusoff, Mayl, Coons. Two-base hit—Farley. Three-base hits
Stolen base—Farley.
Sacrifice hit—McDermid.
—Geppert 2, Brockman.
Dpuble plays—Farley to Geppert; Emrick to Sacksteder. Hits—Hetzel, 7 in
4 innings, (none out and 3 on’base in the fifth); Petzhold, 8 in 7, (none out and
Base on balls—Hetzel, 4; Emrick,3; Petzhold, 4.
2 on base in the eighth) ;

Struck out—Hetzel, 5; Emrick, 1; Petzhold, 3; Seltz, 4. Hit by pitcher—Petzhold, 1, (Mayl); Emrick, 1, (McFarland). Left on bases—St. Mary, 12; Cincinnati, 10. Balk—Petzhold. Umpires—Herring and Carson.
St. Mary—4

The St. Mary Varsity won their final home game of the

Georgetown U.—2 season when they defeated the Georgetown UY. nine of
Georgetown, Ky., on the South Park field by a score of
4 to 2. It was more or less of a pitchers’ battle between Hetzel and Ogden
and each hurler yielded nine safeties, but the latter made the mistake of allowing the locals to connect safely when runners were perched on the sacks.
The Saints counted two tallies in the first inning.

Donovan, the first man

up, received a pass to first. Ogden then plucked Farley in the ribs with the
ball. Sacksteder lofted to Pollard, Shomaker pasted one to left that was good
for a triple and scored Donovan and Farley, but was himself caught off third.
Geppert singled but was out stealing.

They added two more tallies in the third after Farley had singled and died
stealing. Sacksteder singled and took second when Shomaker grounded out.
Geppert tripled to left center, counting Sacksteder and came across with the
final run a minute later on a passed ball.

:

The Kentuckians got their first marker in the second when Cloar did the
same. Beckley’s single got through Shomaker and Rosier counted. He also
counted another one in the fourth when he singled to right, reached third on

two infield outs and came home on Bailey’s single.
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Matusoff was out of the game with an injured hand and Emrick who per-

formed at second in his place played a nice game.
ley each collected two safe bingles.
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Runs—Rosier 2, Donovan, Farley, Sacksteder, Geppert. Errors Pacley 2)
Shomaker, Hetzel, Funk. Two-base hit—Farley. Three-base hits—Shomaker,
Geppert.
Sacrifice hit—Mayl.
Stolen bases—Cloar, Ogden 2, Geppert 2.
Emrick, Donovan. Base on balls—Ogden, 4. Struck out—Oe¢den, 4; Hetzel, 4.
Left on bases—Georgetown, 6; St. Mary, 7.
pitcher—Ogden, 1 (Farley). Umpire—Fleat.

Passed ball—Funk.

Hit

by

St. Mary—1
Earlham—6

The St. Mary Varsity nine was defeated by Earlham College at Richmond, by a score of 6 to 1. Numerous errors
on the part of the Red and Blue proved their undoing.
Emrick pitched a nice game for the Saints, allowing the locals but five hits,
but misplays robbed him of a victory.

Goar did the hurling for Earlham and while he was touched for nine hits
he kept them pretty well scattered over the route. This was the second
meeting. of the two teams this year Earlham having lost to the Saints earlier
in the season.
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Sacksteder was the leading hitter, getting three safe hits out of four trips
to the plate, one of them a double. Farley collected two bingles out of three
times up. Raiford hit safely two times in four attempts.
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St. Mary

0

.

Q——1

0

0

Z

0
0
:
Earlham
*Batted for Matusoff; **batted for Mayl.

ely

Errors—Farley, Sacksteder 2, Geppert, Emrick 2, Mayl, Collins, Raiford,
Henshaw 2. Two-base hit—Sacksteder. Three-base hit—Henshaw. Stolen
Sacrifice hit—Templeton.

bases—Donovan, Collins, Henshaw, Raiford.

Base

on balls—Emrick 1, Goar 1. Struck out—Emrick 5, Goar 7. Left on bases—
St. Mary 9, Earlham 2. Passed ball—Sacksteder. Umpire—Eggles.
TRACK TEAM NOTES

St. Mary—36
Otterbein—76

The. St. Mary track team: was defeated by the Otterbein
team in a field day clash on the South Park grounds, May
20, by a score of 76 to 36.

The different events were closely contested and the spirit of the occasion
added much to the enjoyment which the program gave to the spectators.
Peden of the visitors, was the particular star of the meet, taking sev eral
firsts and being a point winner in each event in which he started. Peden is a
track athlete. of considerable note, having won several events in the interallied games at Paris.

C. Kohl and Sack were the stars of the St. Mary team.

The local athletes

won first in the discus throw and one-half mile run.

The summary:
One Mile Run—-Oppel, Otterbein, first; Alnriet, Otterbein, second; Hoch-.
walt, St. Mary, third. Time 5 minutes.
Pole Vault—Peden, Otterbein, first; Ullery, Otterbein, and Sack, St. Mary,
tied for second. Ten feet.
Shot-put—-Peden, Otterbein, first; Miller, St. Mary, second; Malloy, St.
Mary, third. 34!% inches.
100-yard Dash—Pace, Otterbein, first; Peden, Otterbein, second; Weck-

esser, St. Mary, third.

Time 10.3.

:

High Jump—Split points—St. Mary 7, Otterbein 2.
Sack, Kohl, Janning, Melia, all of St. Mary, and Fox of Otterbein, were

tied at, 5 feet 5 inches.
oe-ard Run—Won by George, Otterbein, first; Perry, Otterbein, second;
Sovert, St. Mary, third. Time 55 seconds.
120-yard High Hurdles—Peden, Otterbein, first; Miller, Otterbein, second;
Kohl, St. Mary, third. Time 18.1 sec.
Discus Throw—Theuring, St. Mary, first; Fox. Otterbein, second; Peden,

Otterbein, third.

94 feet.

220-yard Dash—George, Cliterbece first; Pace, Otterbein, second; Weckesser, St. Mary, third. Time 24 seconds.

Broad Jump—Peden, Otterbein, first; Sack, St. Mary, caebad: Fox, Otterbein, third. 18 feet 9% inches.
Half-mile Run—Kohl, St. Mary, first; Albriet, Otterbein, second; Curtis,
St. Mary, third. Time 2 minutes 1114 seconds.
Low Hurdles—Miller, Otterbein, first; Deddens, St. Mary, second; Pace,

Otterbein, third. Time 29 2-5 seconds.
Two-mile Run—Newell, Otterbein,
Kranz, St. Mary, third.

first;

Oppelt,

Time 11 minutes 1 second.

Relay, One Mile—Forfeited to St. Mary.

5 points.

Otterbein,

second;
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HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS

Slugfests

The St. Mary High Baseball Team has enjoyed a few
heavy-hitting meets, with a few walks and errors thrown

in to make it a bit easier to run up a big score.

The poor showing that the

Saints’ opponents made was not due so much to their lack of ability to play

ball, but rather to the smooth work of the Red and Blue. Anybody
who has
watched the box-scores in the Dayton papers can have no doubt
that; St
Mary has a wonderful High School nine. Coach Martin has a fine
pitching
staff, Eblehart and Reilley having some real “stuff,” and Scharf being
a reliable veteran; he has also built up a crack infield that supports a pitcher
in
great style.
“Texas” Puig is a wide-awake catcher, with a fine peg, who
knows his game, and Comerford at first, and Boggan at third, play a
neat defensive game. When it comes to hitting the horse-hide they. all
shine.
In
the game with Miami Military Institute, “Skin” Meredith garnered six
safeties
out of six chances. Landers and Sweeney knock out a homer every now
and
then, while Boggan, Scales and Comerford usually connect for
a triple in

every game.

Most all of the team breaks into the two-bagger column.

This

heavy-hitting and clean-cut defensive play is what is winning the games
for

the Saints.

M. M. I.—3
St. Mary—17
inning and sent
the fourth, four
hart allowed the
batting average

When the Saints traveled to Germantown for a game with
Miami Military Institute nine, they had things all their
own way. They got off to a seven run lead in the first
a man across the plate in the third; they got three runs in
in the seventh, and two in the ninth; while Scharf and EbleCadets but five hits between them. Meredith, with a perfect
of six hits in six A. B’s, was the sparkler of the game.

Miamisburg—5

St. Mary—24

With all their hopes pinned on a new pitcher, the Burgers

did not make much of a showing against the Saints.

The

only time that they looked a bit threatening was in the
first when Sack’s wildness sent four of their men across the plate.
Reilley
then stepped to the slab and quickly applied the brakes. Eblehart killed their
hopes in the seventh when he ended the game by striking out three men
with nine pitched balls. The Red and Blue sent five across in the first,
three
in the second, two in the third, two in the fourth, three in the fifth and seven
in the sixth.
Ireton with four runs to his credit was the shining light of
the fray.
A Retrospect and

an Appreciation

Another year of High School Athletic History has been

written.

The numerals, ’19-’20 are big red letters in the

annals of St. Mary’s. It was “the great year.” One could
have traveled to many a high school gridiron and not found a more wonder-

ful football team than that of St. Mary’s, wonderful in what it did, but still

more wonderful in its possibilities. It is to be regretted that all the regulars
of the eleven are seniors.
Were they together another season that Turkey

Day game with Fremont would certainly be replayed to a different tune.

On

the basketball court the Saints acquired an enviable record—419 points to
their opponents’ 131, practically undefeated. ’Nuf ced! On the diamond the
Red and Blue have one more opponent to meet, Aquinas College. Without

VARSITY TRACK TEAM

Rear Row: Melia, Krantz, Gerber, Hochwalt, Malloy, Gibson (coach), Theuring, Aman, Hannegan, Sack, W.
Front Row: Petkewicz, Moonert, Covert, Weckesser, Ferrara, Curtis (capt.), C. Kohl, Kruthaup, Deddens.

HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM

Rear Row: Boggan, Puig, Scharf, Ireton, Lander, Sack (Mgr.).
Front Row: Ebelhardt, Reily, Sullivan, (capt.), Scales, Grote,

Comerford.
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overwhelma doubt they’ll take the Green and Gold down the line in the same
ing way that they did their other opponents.
Athletics,
The year has produced a few prominent figures in High School

of the
Sacksteder, halfback and captain of the football team, and stellar guard

center; Supenski,
quintet; “Gene” Mayl, rangy football end, and basketball
football quarterfootball tackle and captain and guard of the quintet; Swint,
second baseand
forward
l
basketbal
little
back; “Billy” Scales, our peppery

Boggan,
man on the nine; Scharf, smashing fullback and basketball center;
football
,
Kirschten
Tax”
“War
and
basketball forward and third baseman,
SoliHarry
of
those
with
names
These
agent.
press
live-wire
and
manager,
the baseball
mano, popular football and basketball coach, and Harry Martin,
mentor, will not soon be forgotten.

lost
When the Class of ’20 leaves St. Mary’s, the High School will have
Mary
St.
old
good,
the
them
behind
left
have
they
But
some real athletes.

of the score,
spirit, that fights hardest when the team is on the short end
to “Go
changes
cry
the
until
Saints!”
’em,
“Hold
g,
with the crowd beseechin

it, Saints!” and they win.

They’re wearing the monograms that stand for

that St. Mary spirit—loyalty, fair play, perseverance and pep.
of St. Mary’s, and St. Mary’s is proud of them.

They’re proud

RO. T. C,-ACTIVITIES
M.M.I. Team—233

S.M.H. Team—238

Scoring 238 out of a possible 250 points the rifle team of

St. Mary High defeated the Miami Military Institute
team on the Germantown range by five points. Though

t at
weather conditions were unfavorable, Captain Hill, who is commandan

both schools, was well pleased with the work of Sgt. Howard Jones’ marksmen.
Model, 1903; caliber, 22>U. S. A. Springfield Rifle, and U. S. A. “X” targets used.
Scorer: Ernest C. Kirschten.
M.M.I. Team—476
S.M.H. Team—473

.

St. Mary High R. O. T. C. rifle team met defeat on May
25, at the hands of the M. M. I. squad by the close mar-

gin of three points at Franklin.

M. M. Lise Ne Re Austare

fine
gets which are new to the Saints, had a lot to do with their loss, but the
Chautauqua
meet,
of
Place
reason.
big
the
was
Cadets
the
of
_ shooting
grounds, Franklin, Ohio.
‘

M.M.1. Team—476
S.M.H. Team—430

The Miami Military Institute rifle team defeated the St.
Mary High team by 44 points due to a fluke. It was

agreed to use two targets, firing five shots at each. Donahue failed to observe this rule, firing ten shots at one target for 100 points.

However, he was allowed only 50. The actual shooting of the Saints was better than that of their opponents. N. R. A. targets used, Springfield gallery
rifles. Place of meet: College grounds.
Ned Payne, Scorer.
The Encampment

The Saints demonstrated that their Reserve Officers’
Training Corps unit was the real thing, and not a tin-

soldier game by the work of their rifle teams and by the battalion’s showing
at the encampment.
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On Wednesday, May 27, the three companies left the campus
in heavy
marching order, for Mt. St. John, five miles from Dayton. The
day was warm
but the Saints hiked like regulars, and pitched a model camp in almost
no time.
The maneuvers of Wednesday night, a problem in defense
and patroling,

were won by Company C by a strategem. The next day
was devoted to an
inter-company track and field meet. Company A carried away
the honors of
the encampment as the summary will show.
The student-soldiers all agreed, that in spite of the cold night,
they enjoyed themselves to the limit and voted the encampment a
great success.
Summary

100-yard

Dash—Scharf,

Co.

A

Oy.

Sacksteder, Co. A, 1.

Hartnett,

Coy

A.

33:

Relay—Co. B, 10; CoC, 6s Cook 34

Three-legged Race—Ebelhart and Comerford, Co. C,'10;
McGriff and

Freiberg, Co. B, 6; Jacques and Stonebarger, Co.
A, 4.

:

Hop, Skip and Jump—Ebelhart, Co. C, 6; Scharf, Co. A,
3; Stemley,
Go.-AS 1,
Broad Jump—Ebelhar
Co.
t, C, 6; Meredith, Co. A, 3; Stemley, Co. A, 1.

Tug-of-War—Co. A, 10; Co. CO: Ce: Ba.

Camel Fight—Hodapp and Hoffman, Co. A; Johnson
and Miles, Co. A;
Supensky and Stemley, Co. A,—20.

Potato Race—Scharf, Co. A, 6; Ebelhart, Co. C, 3; Boggan,
Co. Boa

Rifle Fire—Strottner, Van Arnhem and Lienesch,
Co. A, Co. B, Co. C.

Wrestling—Bauer, Co. A, and Glynn, Co. B, draw; Gingeric
h, Co. A, and
Paulus, Co. C, draw.
Boxing—Amersbach, Co. A, knocked out

; Hoffman,

Co. A, knocked out Fikenberry, Co. B.
Final Score—Company A, 91; Company B, 33%; Company
C, 43%:

DIVISION ATHLETICS
Juniors

The S. M. Juniors made it two straight in annexing a 3
to 1 victory over the Xenia Meteors at the latter’s diamond on Sunday, May 2.

It looked bad for the Juniors in the first inning when Kohle’s
error allowed Xenia their first and only run of the game. The Juniors,
however,

came back strong in the second inning and registered two tallies.

Burdick,

first man up, was given a free ticket to first. Schulte followed
suit. Doppes’
single to right scored Burdick and advanced Schulte to third.
A wild pitch

by Wakley sent Schulte across the rubber, Tomas, Kohle and Murphy
fanned.
The Juniors added another counter in the fifth inning.

Bell opened the

inning by working Wakley for a walk. Geis doubled to left scoring
Bell.
Hackett and Burdick popped up while Geis was caught stealing third.
In the last inriing with second and third occupied and only
one down,

things again began to look bad for the Juniors, but Doppes worked himself
out of the hole by fanning the next two who faced him.
The game was a pitchers’ battle from start to finish. Doppes
held his
opponents to one hit, while Wakley allowed the Juniors but two.

The Juniors dropped their third game of the season to their old time rivals,
the Oswegos. The game was loosely played, the Oswegos winning 6 to
0.
Herman, pitcher for Stivers, did the hurling for the visitors, pitching a no-hit
game.
. CHARLES MEYERS.
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Preps

.

347

Advanced dope on the Preps seems to have been very reliable, for Coach “Pete” Boggan has turned out a team

that is delivering the goods in fine style. In their third encounter of the season the Preps met the rather highly-touted Nine o’ Diamonds, and decisively
defeated them by an 8 to 1 count. The East End Cadets were also easy picking for the youthful Saints who came across with a 24 to 0 victory. Williams
did the hurling for the Preps, his air-tight delivery allowing not a single hit
nor a man to reach second. Captain Bach and Brunsman also deserve special
mention for their timely clouts in pinches. Captain Bach plays short and
looms up as one of the best fielders and batters of his age.
WILLARD BRUNSMAN.

Minims

This seems to be an exceptionally good season for the
young Saint ball-tossers if we are to judge from the

trouncings they are giving their opponents.

Brother John Sauer, Ses “bas

developed a team that will hold its own against any of its class in the city
and the vicinity. With Coughlin, O’Donnel and Healy to perform on the
mound he has a trio of pitchers on whom he can bank at any time. Happer,
behind the plate, is the old reliable Minim catcher for the last three years,
and a consistent clouter when it comes to batting. Freiria at the initial sack,
Gough at second, Macklin at short and Antony at third, take care of the
infield, while Lukaswitz, Wessel and Cleary patrol the gardens. Since the

last issue of the

Exponent the Minims annexed the following victories:

Minims 12, Sacred Heart 1; Minims 14, St. Joseph 2; Minims 15, Holy Fam-

ily 1; Minims 21, Holy Trinity Meteors 0; Minims 17, Holy Name 1. |

CLETUS CORBETT.
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WHEN AN EDITOR ERRS
Editors, being human like other folks in the plant, sometimes make mistakes, An editor usually finds it difficult to make amends or admit his
error
in a way satisfactory to himself, however satisfactory it may be to his readers.
When a plumber makes a mistake, he charges twice for it.
When a carpenter makes a mistake, it is just what he expected.

When an electrician makes a mistake, he blames it on induction,
and

nobody knows what that means.
When a lawyer*makes a mistake, it is just what he wanted,
because he
then has_a chance to try the case over again.

When a doctor makes a mistake, he buries it.
When a judge makes a mistake, it becomes the law of the land.

When a preacher makes a mistake, nobody knows the difference.
But when an editor makes a mistake—GOOD NIGHT!! !_FEx,

THIS MONTH, TWENTY YEARS AGO
Somebody laughed at Pecord’s jokes.
Kehoe was present at morning chapel.
Pauly made his debut in society.

Faas returned fifteen minutes before his permit was due.
Hank was only three feet tall.
Rene couldn’t solve a calculus problem.
Ferrara started his record-breaking career by breaking his first bottle.
Somebody saw Steger on the campus.

Maloney did not have a date for Sunday.
Tiny Holscher was in a pleasant mood.

Curtis passed one Sunday without going down to Brown Street.
Kitsteiner was in the club room for five minutes.
Everybody was on time for morning prayers.

WHAT—ANOTHER?
Fogarty: “Say, Red, I think I’ll have to name my girl ‘Revenge.’”
Maloney: “I don’t get you.”
Fogarty:

“Why, don’t you think that ‘Revenge is sweet’?”

HANK’S SPECIAL THIS MONTH
“Here’s hoping that the Profs. keep in mind, when marking the final notes,

that Charity is a Christian virtue.”

EXPONENT

IF HANK GRIES MER
PuT His SHOES

oursiDE THE DOOR,
=

FOURTH DivIStONn

WHEN HE RETIRES

HE WOULD HAVE

KiIeP AFTER

MUCH MORE ROOM-

DE VoURING 14

HoT D0GS~_/

Boy, PAGE
Doe NIESON!

D HERDERTS

DREAM-

Sights and Sounds at Old St. Mary’s

K. of C. ECHOES
last night.”
Judge: “I say, we had a rousing speaker at our banquet
in the dorawake
all
us
kept
he
full,
mouth
a
said
Fat Strottner: “You

mitory.”

AT THE ARCADE
Kyne: “Hooray! I know at least one thing today.”
Bobby Bumps: “What's that?”
morning, when
Kyne: “Where my collar button is. I swallowed it this
cranking the Ford.”

WE WON’T MENTION NAMES

Cusser

a
(after hearing X. speak at the Holy Name meeting): “X. is

regular sign-post.”
Juror: “Come again, I never wona prize guessing conundrums.”
Cusser:
himself.”

“Stupid, anyone can see he shows the way but never gets there
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A Busy Day with the Pre-Medics
Kauffman and Slagle at bat, the rest in consultation.

SQUIBS
It would appear that the principal reason that most of the roomers
on the
fourth floor of St. Joseph’s Hall have for lagging behind in their
studies is
that they might pursue them with greater zest, next term.

Get your alibis ready now, boys, for those low and missing grades. Don’t
rely on the spur of the moment. You might accidentally “spill the
beans.”
“A College Student,” says hénest Steve, “is a young man who earns
his
living by the sweat of his father’s brow.”
Paste this in your hat: The rain which kept you from church on
Sun-

day morning was no wetter than that which soaked you
on the bleachers in

the afternoon.

The most remarkable. case of kid-napping on record.
during the Greek course.

Abel falling asleep

“Enjoying poor health,’ is a contradiction in terms the College
Prof.

says—but then he don’t know how it feels to spend the days of the
semestral
exams in the infirmary.
:

We think so, too—Some students would find it much more conducive
to

their peace of mind in later years, to destroy all traces
of their present stay
at College, rather than to persist in leaving behind them “footprint
s in the

sands of time.”
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GETTING LESSONS
Deddens:

at
“Did you hear that Busch is going to spend the summer

Atlantic City?”
Kirschten: “Quit your spoofing, he’s going to improve Moerlein’s brew.”
Deddens: “Not yet, he first wants to see how the wind blows the schooners over the bar.”

IN FISHING TERMS
Cahill:

“You remember the pretty blonde with the sweet smile, that we

met at the last College dance?”
Crowley: “I rather think I do.”
Cahill: “She dropped mea line.”
Crowley: “Trying to hook you, eh?”

SAID B TOA
“A word to the wise is sufficient,” quoth the High-brow of Class A.
“Well, then, why does your Prof. of English talk to the class an hour at
a time?” asked the Low-brow of Class bok

SOLID IVORY
A woodpecker sat on a Freshman’s

IF You GET

Beata

To WorK ABOUT

And started in to drill.
e drilled all day, and he drilled all
night,

And we fear he’s drilling still.

Edie

AND HALF YOUR

TiME,WATGH THIS} = pHAT COLLEGE “DAWNCE”
Some danced, some pranced,

hvialle,

AND THINK
ONLY OF THIS

Toe

Some merely wiggled.
Some glid, some slid,
Some neatly wriggled.
FRENZIED FINANCE

fac
\

Anp THE Boss
TiEs THis To You

Happer:
jits?

“Can you lend me three

Gastand: “I got only two.”
Happer: “That’s all right, let me

have the two, and you can owe me

WHERES YER KIGK? © one.

29
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LOOKS BAD FOR KANSAS
Now that vacation is drawing on apace certain of our College
swashbucklers seem bent on giv ing the Kansas wheat fields a rare
treat.

THINGS BOTANICAL
Prof.:
Mahrt:

‘Where do the best cigars come from?
“From the tobacco plant.”

~

98-30 East Third Street

Remodeling Sale
Of New Spring

| Hart Schaffner & MarxClothes

Offers Young Men’s Suits
With Real Cashable Value
Hart Schaffner
NY. one of: the suits in —-$45.00
& Marx Suits, for
this sale is worth more

to you than the money you

$38.25

pay us.

It ought to be that way.

ai eas aie

You’re entitled to a profit

and you'll get it in these

$40. 50

suits.

Their distinction’ and atmosphere of success helps
you to get what you go after.

_*>,00 Hawt Schatiner

& Marx Suits, for

$46. TS

Men’s High Grade
Oxfords
Calfskin

ian

$10.00
Russian Calf $12.50
Calf Brogue $14.00 |
Cordovan $15.00

umes
23 WEST FOURTH STREET

PO Dart hay
SIFFERMAN’S
45 S. Jefferson Street

DAYTON, OHIO

OLDE
BOYS
COMMENCEME

NT EXERCISES ARE ON
Tuesday June 15, 1920,-at Memorial Hall
BUT BEFORE THAT DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT THE

Arcade ‘Dining Hall
APS MC.

BAKER’S
HARDWARE STORE
Southwest Corner Fifth and Jackson Streets
Main 836—TELEPHONHome
ES— 2336

Home Phone 2688

Bell East 2800

The Dayton Lumber and
Manufacturing Co.
LUMBER
LATH AND SHINGLES
Manufacturers of

Doors, Sash, Blinds and All Kinds of Mill Work

Store Your Gonde with Us—
Track facilities on the Pennsylvania Railroad and in direct connection with all other roads leading into Cincinnati.
Capacity 1,000,000 cubic feet

The Cincinnati Ice Mfg. & Cold Storage Co,

es, Sil Ot

THE LEADING COLD STORAGE OF THE MIDDLE WEST
TELEPHONES:

Canal3173 | OrdersOnly

ee PL UBAHAMe eee Treen
ke

UG,Pres.

d Gen.

Mer.

i

417 E. Court Sreet

CINCINNATI, OHIO

When in need of new Glasses or

repairs are necessary on the
old glasses, visit

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

Chicago Packing House Products
C. N. STEMPER, Wholesale Distributor

CHOICE CUTS from assortment of World’s Biggest Packers.
NO MEATS REHANDLED

Packing house Refrigeration Direct to You.

Libby’s California Canned Fruits
Canned Meats, Pickles and Condiments
Swift & Company’s Soap Stock, Chips,
Soda and Toilet Soap
Home 137383—PHONES—
Bell Main 2898

P. O. Box 607

Office— PHILLIPS HOTEL

THE HOMESTEAD
Loan and Savings Ass'n
Assets $1,900,000.00

Paid on Deposits

\ HUNAY

Nears

SAWN

JS SSNANAK

SN)

par‘)

UNAUMN ANANTH

5%

JI

FUND. $115,000.00

i

\\

Eye

\ w
\ ad iP

“SAVE BY MAIL’’

We Solicit Your Inquiry
O. F. DAVISSON, Secretary

ELLIS J. FINKE, Ass’t Secretary

7th Floor U. B. Building
Just say—‘Exponent’ and please our advertisers

Dayton, Ohio

A GOOD WORD—
Is Heard on Every Side About our “Sepia Portraits”

The Leeser Studto
Suecessors to the Bowersox Studio

Dayton, Ohio

137 Canby Building

Beautiful Photographs!
NONE BETTER
AGE

SMITH BROS.
18 East Fourth Street

DAYTON, OHIO

Our Line of

Sporting Goods
Pleases the Athletes at St. Mary’s
College. No Better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog

The Draper & Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.

Westbrock |
Robert Colburn |BenUNDERTAKER
THE POPULAR
B

b

arbper

718 South Wayne Ave.
Auto Equipment for

Weddings and Funerals
Extensive limousine service for weddings

Office Phones:
Home—2485

Union Avenue and Brown Street

Bell—E 485

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Res. Phones:
Home—4142

Bell—E 2075

Home Phone 3441

Bell Main 441
Bell Main 835

The Red Wing Corporation Co.

“Red Wing’ Ice Cream
EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH
Manufactured only by

THE DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

25 Perrine St.
DAYTON, OHIO
Bell Phone 3893

interior Decorators
Leonard B. Witte

.

Jos. H. Tegenkamp
»

CATHOLIC LIBRARY STORE
Dealers in

Prayer Books, Religious Articles, Pictures
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Ete.
Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,

Charcoal, Tapers, Ete.

411 E. Fifth St.

Mission Supplies.

Home Phone 11199

DAYTON, OHIO

“8

Just say—“Exponent” and please our advertisers

The F. A. Requarth Co.
MILL WORK, LUMBER
and BUILDING MATERIAL
Monument Ave. and Séars St.

Both Phones

THE POEPPELMEIER CO.
FOR

61 Floor Varnish and Colors
Anchor Paints
WALL PAPER—LINOLEUM—WINDOW SHADES

Both Phones

412-418 Wayne Avenue

YES—There is a big difference in MEATS
INSIST ON THE QUALITY PRODUCTS

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS 60, :
BEST BY TEST

Kettle Rendered Lard, Beef
Veal and Hotel Cuts, High
Grade Sausages, Mild-Cured
Hams and Bacon.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE
BOTH PHONES
1004-1006 E. Fifth St.
BRANCH

East Springfield Street
PACKING HOUSE

Just say—“Exponent”’ and please our advertisers

TUB SILK SHIRTS
Grip Bow Ties
Nonpul Scarfs
REPAIRING AND PRESSING
QUICKLY ATTENDED TO

J. YASSALOVSKY
The College Boys’ Friend
Home 2636

Warren and Brown

Bell Main 169

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

- “The Strand”
Russia Calf Oxford

“KINNEY'S”
114 E. Fourth Street

68 STORES

FOUR BIG FACTORIES

AS. THOUSANDS HAVE MADE
Olt’s Superba and Vita Cream
Their favorites among Malt Beverages—

OLT’S
ROOT BEER
PROVE ITS POPULARITY BECAUSE OF ITS
SUPERB QUALITY

“‘The Taste Tells the Tale’’

Electrical
Appliances aud Supplies
Of First Quality

Wen

P TaDSE
sg5et7
Electric Co
DAYTON, OHIO

Keep in mind for Painting Time

Anchor Paint
WISDOM SELECTS IT
WEATHER SELECTS IT
The Irvin, Jewel € Vinson Co.
17 East Third St.

Near Main

Bernhard Bros.

THE

Blends Gane

John T. Barlow Co.

Roasters of High-Grade Coffees.
Jobbers of Teas and Spices. You
cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market. Ask your grocer.

Wholesale

DRY GOODS

and NOTIONS

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts., Dayton, Ohio

Third and Sears Streets, Dayton, Ohio

Cut Glass, Clocks
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
The store that gives highest values at lowest prices
CALL AND BE CONVINCED

F.G. MEYER

9 East Fifth Street

Say Boys
HOW ABOUT YOUR

Graduation Suit and Fixings
WE CAN PLEASE YOU, GIVE US A CALL

HOLLENCAMP’S
South Jefferson Street

47 Years in Business

D -O--@-B- @--u- Ore -

Near Market

e-o
¢

QUALITY

SERVICE

RUBBER STAMPS
Metal Checks
Engraving

Seals
Badges
Stencils

The Dayton Stencil Works Co.
115 E. Second Street
@ ©.-0--0+-0:-8-

O-@

HARRY SCHMITZ

Bell Phone Main 5364

DAYTON, OHIO

e

a

LOUIS RAUSCH| Bell Main 1429

Home 4839

HOME PHONE 5666

Albert Pretzinger
The SIS) Bakery

Fdw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS

Bread and Fancy Cakes
1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building

1211 Xenia Avenue

DAYTON, OHIO

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

The Best Gift—

A College Education
St. Mary College of Dayton, Oh
OFFERS

Engineering — Collegiate
High School
Business

Which Have YOU Selected ?

The Reynolds & Reynolds Go,
Manufacturers
TABLETS, COMPOSITION AND
STENOGRAPHERS'’
NOTE BOOKS
PADS and SCHOOL PAPERS
OF ALL KINDS

The John A. Murphy Go,
COAL
ASHLAND SOLVAY
COKE
The fuel without a fault

Main Office, 227 S. Wilkinson St.

DayTON, OHIO

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER TO ANY PART OF CITY
FREE OF CHARGE
Home Phone 4439

Bell Phone Main 8562

SACHS SHOE HOSPITAL
H. S. SACHS, Proprietor

For Quality Shoe Repairing at
NO HIGHER PRICES ©
PROMPT SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY
109 South Jefferson Street

Dayton, Ohio

Builders’
Hardware

Bell Main 493
Home 2493

Lewis Kette
Will E. Kette

Home Phone 2700
Bell Main 700

GY,|
i KETTE BROS.

A SPECIALTY

CANDIES

Lawn Mowers

Fruits, Syrups and Specialties

Lawn Rollers
Garden Hose

17 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.
DAYTON, OHIO

Screen Doors
and Windows
Chicken

Netting

The W, L, Adamson Co,

and

Fly Screen
TOOLS AND CUTLERY

THE G, W. TISCHER CO.
34 N. Main St.

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

444 East Third Street

Dayton, Ohio

DAYTON, OHIO

Complimentary

THE DRINK THAT HITS THE SPOT

creer Hinest Quality «»

“>” Blend A Coffee «»
THE JANSZEN GROCERY Co.

Bell Phone Main 832
Connects all Departments

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Sts.
101 to 117 East Second Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

A National is a force for good
It stops temptation.
It stops waste.
It stops mistakes.
It protects merchants.
It protects clerks.
It protects customers.
It saves. time.

It saves money.
It saves labor.

A modern National is a business necessity
The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
Offices in all the principal cities of the world

Bell 888

Home 8828

Frank C. Clemens
Successor to McDermott & Clemens

SANITARY
PLUMBING

A. C. Giambrone
WHOLESALE
FRUITS
Bell Phone East 2472

Gas Fitting and Hot Water Heating
28 North Jefferson Street
Prompt Service—Estimates Cheerfully Given

Bell 2632

Home 11573

Cc. C. Young’s

112 COMMERCIAL STREET

South End
Haberdasher
E. J. STOECKLEIN

Cleaning—Pressing

High Class Line of

Repairing

GENTS
FURNISHINGS

Ep. MERKLE, Mgr.

1217 S. Brown St.

1078 S. Brown St.

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

DAYTON, OHIO

Clark’s Barber Shop | PHILIP PAUL
Electrical

Shoe Repairing
NEATLY DONE
“‘The’’ place for the college man

13 W. Fifth St.

DAYTON, OHIO| 1232 s. Brown St.

Dayton, Ohio

BALLS CANDY
Is used by the S. M. C. 800
Get Good Shoes and You’ll Be Safe
You can’t save money on shoes, unless the shoes are good.

Even high prices on high quality would be better than low
prices on poor quality.
In Walk-Over Shoes you always get quality, plus dependable

leathers, service giving construction, solid comfort and good

styles.

KEHM’S

WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
39 S. Main Street

Established 1863

Bell Main 5536

Home Phone 454C

ALBERT A. VAUBEL
Furnaces
SLATE, IRON, TIN and COMPOSITION ROOFING
REPAIRS FOR ALL MAKES OF FURNACES
SPOUTING and SHEET METAL WORK
Repairing of All Kinds a Specialty
242 Oak Street

Dayton, Ohio
Just say—Exponent” and please our advertisers

This Magazine 1s Our Product

The J. C. Ely Printing Co.
205-207-209 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET

The ROEHLL
Grocery and Provision Co.
14 Home Stores in Dayton

CIGARS

SOFT DRINKS
Home 3352

s Delicatessen
Sweeney
THE HOME OF THE GOODIES

Open Sundays and Evenings

1215 South Brown Sts.

Railton Co,
South End Pharmacy | B. A.WHOLESALE
DRUGS
CIGARS—SODAS
ILMS
eM

GROCERS
COFFEE ROASTERS — IMPORTERS
MANUFACTURERS
TELEPHONES: PRIVATE EXCHANGE

ALL DEPARTMENTS
Superior 7970

373-405 West Erie Street
CorNER BROWN AND WoopDLAND Ave.

Chicago, Ill.

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Visit our New Display Room
Gibbons Arcade, West Third Street,
where you will find a complete line of

Electric Household Requirements and
Appliances also a High Grade Cigar
and Magazine Store in connection.

A.M.J. Gibbons Electric Shop
Arcade Smokery

24-26 West Third St.

The Dayton Blue Print & Supply Co.
DRAWING MATERIALS
Supplies for Architects, Artists, Engineers, Surveyors
Tee Squares, Angles, Protractors, Scales, Slide Rules
Waterproof Inks, Drawing Instruments

BELL MAIN 358, 357
36 S. Jefferson Street

DAYTON, OHIO

PATTERSON SIX
The Patterson 5and 7 passenger cars are well de-

signed.

Roominess and riding comfort are

assured by the large tonneau and the 58 inch semi-

eliptic springs.

An ideal car for city use and touring.

MILLER MOTOR COMPANY
414 NORTH MAIN STREET

Bell Phone Main 6847

Hollencamp
s
SODA
In All Assorted Flavors and the Very Best
Just phone us what you want and
we will deliver to you

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

“Golden Glow”
—————— AND

=

“Dark Cream”
VERY

REFRESHING

The Hollencamp Products Co.
Bell Main 433
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Ohio's Greatest Clothiers

